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Technology 
An assessment is made of the ability of current theory to explain the phenomenology of upper atmos- 
pheric ozone as revealed by the sizeable body of measurements presenfiy available. The chemistry of 
ozone in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere is closely coupled to the chemistries of other 
oxygen/hydrogen-containing species, which must be considered concurrenfiy. To provide insight into 
the sensitivity of model calculations to the choice of values used for key chemical rate constants and 
climatological parameters, simple analytical expressions for ozone are derived for those situations 
when it is in photochemical steady state, the mesosphere during daylight hours and the lower thermo- 
sphere throughout he full diurnal period. The model is found to reproduce the detailed Aladdin 74 
rocket measurements of ozone from 50 to 95 kin, numerous other measurements of mid-latitude 
ozone in the lower mesosphere, the secondary maximum in the ozone vertical distribution at the 
mesopause, and the diurnal variability of ozone seen in the radio measurements of Wilson and 
Schwartz (1981) and other observations. The agreement with the Aladdin 74 data results from adjust- 
ing some key parameters within the uncertainties of laboratory measurements or known natural 
climatolog/cal variability. The variety of mid-latitude observations can be understood in terms of the 
estimated variability of environmental factors: diurnal, seasonal, and solar cycles in the solar illumi- 
nation; the abundance of water vapor; and the details of the thermal profile of the atmosphere. The 
ozone secondary maximum results from the onset of the coupling between active-hydrogen and 
active-oxygen chemistry and its observed variability may be a consequence of secular changes in 
mesopause dynamics. Above ---95 km, ozone observations are consistenfiy higher than model results 
and cannot be accounted for by the set of reactions currently included in the model. 
INTRODUCTION 
Ozone in the terrestrial atmosphere between the strato- 
pause (--50 km altitude) and the homopause (--100 km 
altitude), encompassing the mesosphere and lower thermo- 
sphere, is a subject worthy of detailed study, because its 
presence is a key factor in upper atmospheric processes that 
are of significant importance to human activities and the 
evolution of the terrestrial ecosystem. As a result of its 
optical and chemical properties, ozone affects the thermal 
structure and dynamics of the upper atmosphere [London, 
1980] and its state of ionization, particularly in the D 
region where negative ions are important [Chamberlain, 
1978]. Thus, the behavior of upper atmospheric ozone is 
ultimately assorated with such diverse phenomena as the 
operations of low earth-orbit satellites (as in the case of the 
premature fall of Skylab) [National Academy of Sciences, 
1981] (NAS), the chemical evolution of the whole atmo- 
sphere on geological times [Hunten and $trobel, 1974; Liu 
and Donahue, 1974a, b; Hunten and Donahue, 1976], the 
upper stratospheric ozone layer (and the viability of biologi- 
cal activity on the surface of the earth) [Hudson and Reed, 
1979], and clarity in long range communications [NAS, 
1981 ]. Since at least one region of the solar spectrum that 
is known to influence the distribution of ozone in the meso- 
sphere has been observed to vary over the course of the 27- 
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day solar rotation [Rottman et al., 1982] and the l 1-year 
solar cycle [Mount et aL, 1980; Mount and Rottman, 1981; 
Rottman, 1981], ozone is associated with a clearly esta- 
blished coupling between solar variability and terrestrial 
phenomena. 
An understanding of the ozone chemistry above the stra- 
topause can be of great assistance to the larger program of 
stratospheric ozone research because high altitude ozone is 
affected by some of the same chemical cycles that are 
important in controlling stratosphefic ozone [World 
Meteorological Organization, 1981] (WMO). Since a 
smaller group of reactions is sufficient for describing the 
behavior of mesospheric ozone, there is an opportunity to 
test key parts of stratospheric models under the simplified 
conditions of the upper atmosphere. This is important 
because current stratosphefic models with fully updated 
kinetic rate constants underestimate the observed ozone dis- 
tribution between 35 and 50 km [Ko and Sze, 1983; L. 
Froidevaux, private communication, 1983], but the cause of 
this deficit is unclear due to the difficulty in assessing the 
effects of any particular catalytic cycle for ozone loss in the 
stratosphere. 
Such are the motivations for trying to understand in 
detail the behavior of ozone in the mesosphere and lower 
thermosphere. While much is known about the strato- 
sphere and upper thermosphere, there is in general surpris- 
ingly little data on the chemical composition in the inter- 
vening atmosphere because this altitude range is too high 
for effective use of stratospheric measurement techniques 
and too low for in situ satellite measurements [NAS, 1981 ]. 
However, in the case of ozone, detection is relatively easy 
and it has been monitored by ground-based telescopes [for 
example, Wilson and Schwartz, 19811, by in situ rocket 
measurements [for example, Weeks et al., 19781, and from 
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satellites [Krueger et al., 1980]. Increasingly sophisticated 
models of mesospheric/lower thermospheric ozone chemis- 
try have been published in the past decade. Nicolet [1971, 
1980] has presented the set of reactions important for the 
hydrogen/oxygen chemistry. The papers by Hunt [1971, 
1973], Thomas and Bowman [1972], Whitten and Turco 
[19741, Koshelev [1976], Moreels et al. [1977], Logan et al. 
[1978], Keneshea et al. [1979], Crutzen and Solomon 
[ 19801, Wang et al. [ 1981 ], Battaner and Rodrigo [ 1981 ], 
Rusch and Liu [ 1981 ], Prather [ 1981 ], Garcia and Solomon 
[ 1983], and Solomon et al. [ 1983] all present model profiles 
of ozone for part or all of the altitude range between the 
stratopause and the homopause. As a result of this cumula- 
tive work, a general understanding of the key chemical and 
atmospheric parameters affecting the ozone distribution has 
developed. Some of these papers present limited compari- 
sons between model distributions and the observations 
available at the time. Since most of this work appeared, 
there have been significant changes in important reaction 
rate constants and improvements in the calculations of radi- 
ative transfer in the upper atmosphere and the treatment of 
relevant background atmosphere parameters. Moreover, in 
recent years the quantity and quality of ozone observational 
data has significantly improved, allowing more definitive 
intercomparisons between measurements and models. 
Thus, a new study benefitting from this recent progress 
seemed warranted with the purpose of identifying remaining 
shortcomings in our understanding of upper atmospheric 
ozone. In this paper the particular focus will be on the 
details of the vertical distribution of ozone and the diurnal 
and other naturally occurring variations in the ozone 
distribution at mid-latitudes. 
The work presented in this paper is part of a larger 
research program focused on using observational data in 
conjunction with model calculations specific to the cir- 
cumstances 'of the observations to derive values for the 
physical properties of the mesosphere and lower thermo- 
sphere and to test proposed reaction mechanisms of impor- 
tance to the aeronomy of this altitude range. The first 
phase of this program was presented in Allen et al. [1981] 
(hereinafter Paper I). In this paper, we reported the deriva- 
tion of values for vertical eddy diffusion that are consistent 
with the altitude distribution of several long-lived trace 
species. Preliminary results from our ozone modeling were 
used to constrain the values for eddy diffusion near the 
mesopause. In the course of the work reported in Paper I, 
we found that key hydrogen/oxygen reaction rate constants 
had to be varied from the experimental values. Only briefly 
discussed in Paper I, these points are more fully developed 
in the current work. 
We begin our considerations of upper atmospheric ozone 
with a review of the chemical processes affecting its vertical 
distribution. Simple analytical expressions for the ozone 
concentrations at different altitudes are derived which 
approximate the key elements of the ozone chemistry. 
These equations provide simple explanations of the sensi- 
tivity of model computations to the choice of rate constants 
and climatological parameters. In light of this understand- 
ing we compare our model calculations with a detailed 
measurement of an ozone profile and refine some of our 
model parameters within the limits allowed by the uncer- 
tainties in their values. Our model so modified is used to 
assess the variation in ozone expected to result from pertur- 
bations in key climatological parameters. These predictions 
are then compared with the variability observed in the large 
accumulated body of mid-latitude measurements to verify 
our model description of ozone processes in the upper 
atmosphere. 
CttEMISTRY OF OZONE IN THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE 
To understand the chemical behavior of ozone in the 
mesosphere and lower thermosphere, one must simultane- 
ously consider the chemistry of several compounds contain- 
ing oxygen and/or hydrogen atoms. In particular, ozone is 
one of three important active-oxygen species, the others 
being atomic oxygen and the hydroxyl radical. These 
species result from breaking O-O bonds and are collectively 
destroyed when O-O bonds are reformed [cf. DeMore and 
Yung, 1982]. Considering this group of species together is 
similar to the odd-oxygen concept used in modeling strato- 
spheric hemistry [Johnston and Podolske 1978; Chang and 
Duewer, 1979]. The cycling between O, 03, and OH and 
the recycling of active-oxygen back to the inactive-oxygen 
reservoir, 02, is affected by the presence of active-hydrogen 
species, H, OH, and HO2. The abundance of these species 
relative to each other and the recycling between active- 
hydrogen and the inactive-hydrogen reservoirs, H20 and H2 
(and in a minor way H202), must be understood to explain 
in turn the distribution of ozone. Analysis in terms of the 
behavior of active- and inactive-oxygen and hydrogen is 
employed in this paper only for the purposes of clarifying 
the net processes affecting ozone. The numerical calcula- 
tions were performed by solving the full continuity equa- 
tion, including transport, for each atomic and molecular 
species. 
The important chemical reactions affecting the distribu- 
tion of O• above the stratopause, as determined by decades 
of research, are listed in Table 1. This group of reactions is 
a subset of that used in Paper I. The concepts of active- 
oxygen and active-hydrogen to be utilized shortly are illus- 
trated in the table by noting the net production or loss in 
active-O and/or active-H that results from each reaction 
[cf., Johnston and Podolske, 1978, Table 3]. In the next 
section, we will show how well this reaction scheme can 
reproduce a detailed observational O3 profile with some 
modification of reaction rate constants. A full discussion of 
the values chosen for the rate constants is saved for then. 
Not included in Table 1 are reactions involving molecules 
that have nitrogen and/or halogen atoms, reactions that are 
known to be important for understanding ozone chemistry 
in the stratosphere [WMO, 1981, and references therein]. 
This omission is valid because the combined importance of 
nitrogen- and chlorine-catalyzed estruction of O• is less 
than 10-15% of the total O• loss rate at 50 km [Frederick, 
1980; WMO, 1981 ] and less than 1% at 55 km [Frederick, 
1980]. 
Most recently, Thomas et al. [1980], Barth [1981], and 
Prather [1981] review the key reaction cycles affecting 
ozone above the stratopause. An extensive discussion of 
the continuity equation for the important active-oxygen and 
active-hydrogen species in the mesosphere has been 
presented by Nicolet [ 1971, 1980]. In this section we will 
give a more qualitative overview of ozone chemistry and 
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TABLE 1. Important Reactions For Ozone Above The Stratopause 
Reaction 
Net Production (> 0) 
or Loss (< 0) 
Rate Constant a Reference v Active-O Active-H 
(R1) O2 + hv-} 20 
(R2) 02 + hv "* 0 + O(ID) 
(R3) 03 + hv--} 02 + O 
(R4) 03 + hv "* 02 + O(ID) 
(R5) H20 + hv-} H + OH 
(R6) H20 + hv-} H2 + O(ID) 
(R7) H202 + hv -} 2OH 
(R8) O(ID) 4- 02 -"* O 4- 02 
(R9) O(•D) + N2 --} O 4- N2 
(R10) O(•D) + H20-* 2OH 
(Rll) O(•D) + H2-} H + OH 
(R12) 20 + M-} 02 + M 
(R13) O+O2+O-}O3+O 
(R14) O + 02 + 02 -} 03 + 02 
(R 15) O + 02 + N2 -* 03 + N2 
(R16) O + 03 -} 202 
(R17) O + OH -} 02 + H 
(R18) O + HO2 -* OH + 02 
(R19) O + H202-• OH + HO2 
(R20) O + H2 -* OH + H 
(R21) OH + 03 -} HO2 + 02 
(R22) 2OH -• H20 + O 
(R23) OH + HO2 --• H20 + 02 
(R24) OH + H202 -* H20 + HO2 
(R25) OH + H2 --• H20 + H 
(R26) HO2 + 03--} OH + 202 
(R27) 2HO2--} H202 + 02 
(R28) H + 02 + M -* HO2 + M 
(R29) H + 03 --} OH + 02 
(R30) H + HO2 --• H2 + 02 
(R31) H + HO2 --• 2OH 
(R32) H + HO2 -, H20 + O 
(R33) 2H + M-} + H2 + M 
(R35) CH4 + OH -* CO + OH + 2H20 
(R36) CH4 + O '-} CO + 2OH + H20 
(R37) CH4 + O(•D)-* CO + 2OH + H20 
8.4 x 10- 10, 3.2 x 10 -8c Watanabe [1958]; Hudson [1974]; + 2 0 
1775 _< X _< 2560 3. Hudson and Reed [1979]' Prather 
[ 1981 ]; A lien and Frederick [ 1982] 
1.5 x 10-13, 1.6 x 10- 7 Watanabe [1958]; Ackerman [1971]; + 2 0 
X _< 1775 3. Carver et al. [1977]' Allen and 
Frederick [1982] 
8.0 X 10 -4, 8.4 X 10 -4d Ackerman [1971]; Hudson and Reed 0 0 
2000 _< X _< 7300 • [1979]; DeMore t al. [1981] 
5.1 x 10-3, 5.5 x 10-3 Ackerman [1971]; Hudson and Reed 0 0 
1675 _< 3, _< 3200 • [1979]; DeMore t al. [1981] 
1.7 x 10- 8 2.9 x 10- 6 Watanabe [1958); Hudson [ 1971]' CIAP + 1 + 2 o' 
3, < 2025 A [1975]; Frederick and Hudson 
[1980]; T. G. Slanger (private 
communication, 1981) 
6.4 x 10- •2, 1.8 x 10 -6 Frederick and Hudson [1980]; T.G. + 1 0 
3, = 1215.7 • Slanger (private communication, 
1981) 
7.0 x 10- 5, 8.0 x 10- 5 Schiirgers and Welge [1968]; CIAP + 2 + 2 
1220 < 3, < 3500 • [1975]' DeMote t al. [1981] 
3.2 x 10-1 •e • •7/r see text 0 0 
1.8 x 10- •e 157/r see text 0 0 
2.3 x 10- løe- 100/r see text + 1 + 2 
1.1 x 10 -•ø 0 +2 
9.59 x 10-34e48ø/r Logan et al. [1978] -2 0 
2.15 x 10-34e345/r see text 0 0 
2.15 x 10- 34e345/r Klais et al. [1980]; see text 0 0 
8.82 x 10- 35eS?5/r Klais et al. [1980]; see text 0 0 
1.5 x 10- •e- 2218/r -- 2 0 
2.3 x 10- l•e- 9O/T see text - 2 0 
2.8 X 10- •e •72/T' see text 0 0 
1.0 • 10- lie- 2500/T 0 + 2 
1.6 X 10- •e -457ø/T Hampson [1980] 0 + 2 
1.6 x 10- •2e-940/T -- 2 0 
4.5 • 10- 12e-275/T WMO [1981] - 1 -2 
8.4 x 10- l• see text - 1 -2 
2.9 x 10-12e- i60/r W.B. DeMore (private communication, - 1 0 
1982) 
7.7 • 10- •2e- 2100/r W.B. DeMore (private communication, - 1 0 
1982) 
1.4 x 10- •4e- 580/r 0 0 
2.4 x 10- •4e•25ø/r S.P. Sander (private communication, 0 - 2 
1982) 
1.76 • 10-28T- •.4 see text 0 0 
1.4 • 10- •øe-27o/r see text 0 0 
6.0 x 10- •2 see text 0 -2 
7.0 • 10- • see text + 2 0 
2.3 • 10- •2 see text + 1 - 2 
1.0 X 10- 3øT-ø'8 Trainor et al. (1973) 0 - 2 
2.4 x 10- •2e- l?•O/r see Paper I 0 0 
3.5 x 10-•e -455ø/r see Paper I + 1 + 2 
1.4 • 10- •o see Paper I + 1 + 2 
a Photodissociation rate constants are in units of s- •, two body rate constants in units of cm 3 s - •, three body rate constants in units of 
cm 6 s- 1. 
v Rate constants come from DeMore et al. [1982], unless otherwise noted. 
c Diurnally averaged photodissociation values for 60 and 100 km, respectively, at summer solstice, 38øN latitude, using solar minimum 
flux [Rottman, 1981]. Indicated also is the wavelength range in which the cross sections are significant. 
a Omitted from the discussion n Paper I was the fact hat 03 photolysis is increased by1.9 • 10 -4 s- • (diurnally averaged value) at all 
altitudes to account for the contribution of the Chappius bands in the visible [CIAP, 1975]. 
derive simple analytical expressions, where possible, to be values will be compared with recent experimental results. 
used to predict the O3 distribution in terms of parameters Using the reactions and rate constants listed in Table 1 
that are easy to determine. This also allows identification and the atmospheric and computer models described in 
of the sensitivity of O3 vertical and diurnal profiles to cer- Paper I, a diurnal calculation was performed (comparable to 
tain factors. In the following section, the sensitivity analysis model 2 of Paper I). The most important reactions for 
will be used to identify key rate constants which, if revised, cycling among active-O species and interchange between 
would allow better agreement between model results and active-and inactive-O are pictured in Figure 1. Some of the 
observations. The suggested changes to the rate constant properties of these species culled from the results of the 
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i I i 
inoctive-oxygen octive-oxygen 
In the thermosphere (>•85 km), the lifetime of atomic O 
is consistently longer than 1 day throughout the diurnal 
cycle (Figure 2a). On the other hand, O3 is always 
extremely short-lived (--10 minutes). As a consequence, 
active-O is predominantly atomic O (Figure 2b). If the life- 
times of all active-O species were short, the time scale for 
conversion of active-O to 02 would be greater than the life- 
time of any of the individual active-O species. In the ther- 
mosphere, the active-O group concept is not fully operative 
because of the long chemical lifetime of active-O, with the 
result that the lifetime of active-O is approximately equal to 
(actually slightly less than) that of atomic O. In these cir- 
cumstances diurnal calculations cannot be performed by 
Fig. 1. Important reactions for recycling among active-oxygen adopting active-O as a single species with subsequent parti- 
species and for conversion from active-oxygen to inactive-oxygen tioning among the group constituents by equilibrium con- 
and vice versa. Numbers in parentheses arereaction i dices of siderations. As a result of the relative lifetimes of O and O3 
Table 1. in the thermosphere, O3 behaves a an active-O tracer in 
equilibrium with atomic O. Since the atomic O distribu- 
aforementioned iurnal calculation are illustrated in Figure tion is affected by eddy diffusion (Figure 2a and Paper I), 
2. Shown in Figure 2a are the chemical lifetimes at noon then the O3 profile will also be sensitive to mass transport 
and midnight of O, 03, and the active-oxygen group treated rates. 
as a single ntity. These are compared with the time scale At the mesopause (•80 kin), there is a significant 
for eddy diffusive transport. The consequent time-varying transformation f the active-O chemical cycle. In the meso- 
apportionment of active-O between O and O3 is displayed sphere, active-O as a group becomes short-lived (and there- 
in Figure 2b. As was discussed in Paper I, transport can fore the cycling among the group constituents very rapid) 
directly affect the distribution f a species when its chemical during daylight hours with the nature of the dominant 
lifetime is comparable to the mass transport time scale. species dependent on the exact altitude. At night below 
When the chemical time scale is very short (up to •1 --75 km, active-O is long-lived (•one day)but now 03 is 
hour), the diurnal behavior of the particular species i  the dominant component (Figure 2b). 
driven by the changing solar zenith angle. When in addi- 
tion the production and loss terms balance, the species i  in Analytical Expressions for the 03 Abundance 
photochemical steady state and transport is not important. 
However, mass transport indirectly does affect hese latter When the lifetime of O3 is relatively short and the pro- 
species when their chemistry involves longer-lived species duction and loss terms nearly in balance, simple analytical 
controlled by transport (as will be seen, an important effect expressions describing the time variability of the 03 concen- 
for 03). tration can be derived assuming that 03 is in photochemical 
I [ [ [[I ] ] ['l [ [ []l ' ' '[I ' [ ]]l [ t Ill I 
_(a) (b) 
12 0 • ,,,,,,' J k ,,..." x\ .... I[o - \ .." ...... I 
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Fig: 3. Ozone chemistry. The rates of reactions important for the prodbction a d loss of O•i at (a) noon and (c) mid- 
night. The vertical transport of 03 at (b) noon and (d) midnight (upward flux: solid lines; downward flux: dashed 
lines). 
steady state. Such equations are most useful if the 03 con- the day, ph0todissociation of 03 ((R3) and (R4)) is an 
centration is expressed in terms of the background abun- important destruction mechanism. Chemical oss of 03 is 
dances of long-lived species and measurable physical param- predominantly due to reaction with atomic hydrogen, 
eters. (Previously, Bates and Nicolet, [1950] presented such 
an analysis for a pure oxygen atmosphere only.) We shall 
now derive analytical expressions for the daylight period (R29) H + 03 • OH + 02 
below 80 km and for the full diurnal cycle above 80 km, as but, below 55 km and above ---105 km, the atomic these are situations in which 03 chemistry satisfies the con- 
ditions of photochemical steady state. O/atomic H ratio becomes sut•ciently large that reaction 
with atomic oxygen, Shown in Figure 3 are the reactions most important for 
producing and destroying 03. The rates of these reactions 
(and some less important on•s) are presented in Figures 3a (R16) O + 03 • 202 
and 3c for noon and midnight, respectively. Figures 3b and 
3d give the resulting values for vertical 03 transport to show is also an important 03 loss channel. Thus, a general 
the relative importance Of local chemistry and transport. expression for the ozone distribution during periods of pho- 
Only one reaction is known to be significant for producing tochemical steady state is 
O3 in the terrestrial a mosphere: [O ] [02 ](k ,3 [O ] + k •4 [02 ] + k • [N2 ]) (R13-R15) O '{' 02 '{' M • 03 + M [03] = I J3 + J4 + k29[H] + k•610] (1) 
where M signifies a catalytic third body. (The Rn numbers where the square brackets indicate concentration and each 
refer to the identifying reaction index in Table 1.) During of the physical parameters and chemical abundances may 
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Fig. 4. Active-oxygen chemistry. The rates of production and loss of active-O at noon, (a) and (b), respectively, and 
at midnight, (d) and (e). The vertical transport of active-O at (c) noon and at (/) midnight (upward flux: solid lines; 
downward flux: dashed lines). 
be a function of space and time. Photolyric rate constants 
are indicated by Jn and kinetic rate constants by kn. 
At 50 km, the daylight O3 distribution will reflect the 
local nature of the background atmosphere (the O2 and N2 
densities). The temporal variability will arise from the diur- 
nal changes in the photodissociation rate constants directly 
(affecting the partitioning among active-O species) and 
indirectly by controlling the abundance of active-O and 
active-H, both of which are short-lived. Then, for (1) to be 
useful, we need to replace the concentration of atomic O 
and H with expressions in terms of related long-lived 
species. 
Since the 0/03 partitioning of active-O is in equilibrium 
during daylight hours at 50 km, the abundance of atomic O 
is related to the total amount of active-O. The reaction 
rates for the important sources and sinks of active-O are 
shown in Figure 4. The active-O group is in photochemical 
steady state; the production of active-O (see Table 1), pri- 
marily, 
(R1) 02 + hv --. 20 
is balanced by the loss, 
(R17) O + OH --. 02 4- H 
such that the atomic O abundance is related to the abun- 
dance of the major active-H species OH (Figure 5b), 
Jl[O2] [o] - ' (2) 
kl7[OH] 
At 50 km during daylight hours, the active-H group as a 
whole is short-lived (Figure 5a), and the cycling among the 
group species i rapid and is dominated by the reactions 
illustrated in Figure 6. The exchange between active- and 
inactive-H is in balance; thus, active-H is in photochemical 
steady state. The rates for the most important reactions are 
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Fig. 5. Active-hydrogen species above the stratopause. (a}, Chemical lifetimes at noon (solid lines) and midnight 
(dashed lines) compared with eddy diffusion time scales (H•/K). (b) The relative fraction of active-hydrogen in the 
form of H, OH, or HO 2 at noon (solid lines) and midnight (dashed lines). 
presented in Figure 7. Equating the production and loss of The OH concentration is a balance between the reactions 
active-H, one finds that 
k1010(ID)][H20] = k231OH][HO2] (3) (RI8) O + HO2 '-• OH + 02 
The existence of O(ID) is extremely transitory, a balance and R17 with the result 
between photolyric production, 
kls[O][HO2] [OH] = 
k1710] 03 q- hv • 02 + O(ID) (R4) 
and loss via quenching, 
k18[HO2] 
k17 
Substituting (4) and (5) back into (3), one finds 
k17k231OH] 2 
(R8) O(ID) q- 02 "'* O q- 02 k8102] q- k9[N2] = k•8 
J4k10[H20][O3] 
(5) 
(6) 
and 
(R9) O(ID) + N2 "-* O + N2 
J4103] (4) [O(ID)] = k8102] + k9[N2] 
Substituting an expression for OH derivable from (6) back 
into (2), we obtain an expression containing the concentra- 
tions only of active-O species and long-lived background 
atmosphere species, 
Jl[O2](ks[O2] + k9[N2])l/2k• 2 [O] = (J4klok17k18[H20][03])l/2 (7) 
Upon eliminating the terms in (1) least important for day- 
light hours at 50 km (e.g., the nonphotolytic 03 loss chan- 
nels) and the minor terms in (7), solving for 03 yields the 
result 
[0315o = 
J12/3(k9k23)l/3(k 14102] q- k 15[N2 ])2/3 IN2 ]1/310214/3 
(J3 q- J4)2/3(J4k lok17k ls)l/3[H20] 1/3 (8) 
Thus we have an expression for 03 in terms of long-lived 
atmospheric species and measurable physical parameters. 
The daytime variation of 03 is now explicitly related to the 
Fig. 6. Important reactions for recycling among active-hydrogen collective ariation i the photolyric ate constants. It is 
species and for conversion from active-hydrogen to inactive- interesting to note in Figure 3 that the mesosphere is a sink 
hydrogen and vice versa. for stratospheric 03, but the upward transport of 03 across 
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Fig. 7. Active-hydrogen chemistry. The rates of production and loss of active-H at noon, (a) and (b), respectively, and 
at midnight, (d) and (e). The vertical transport of active-H at (c) noon and at (J) midnight (upward flux: solid lines; 
downward flux: dashed lines.). ' 
the stratopause issmall when compared with the magnitude species (Figure lb). So, whereas (8) actually gives the total 
of the local O3 production and loss terms. active-O abundance at 50 km, (9) reflects both the abun- 
The interrelated active-O, active-H, and O3 chemistries at dance of active-O at 70 km and the minor fraction of 
60 and 70 km are similar to that at 50 km. However, in 
the upper mesosphere, active-H results mainly from direct 
photolysis of H20, 
active-O, that is, 03. 
During daylight hours at 80 km, (R29) is now competi- 
tive with (R3) and (R4) as an 03 destruction channel: 
(RS) H20 +hv • H + OH [03]" [O][O2](k14102] + kls[N2]) J3 + J4 + k29[H] (10) 
At 60 kin, both (R5) and (R10) are nearly equal in impor- 
tance, so the expression for 03 cannot be expressed as sim- Atomic H is in photochemical steady state; its density is a 
ply .as (8). At 70 kin, (R5) dominates, and, as a result, the balance between production by (R17) and loss by 
daylight concentration of 03 is then 
Jlk:•12(k141021 + kls[N2])[O2]  [03]70 • 
' (J3 + Jn)(J•kl7kls)l/2[H2 0]1/2 (9) 
(1128) 
such that 
H + 02 + M --, HO2 + M 
Whereas below 60 km 03 is the dominant daylight form of 
active-O, above 60 km atomic O is the main active-O 
kl7[O][OH] [H] = k28102][M] (11) 
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Loss of atomic H due to the reaction with 03 (reaction 
(R29)) is a factor of 2 less important than (R28). Photo- 
chemical steady state for active-O results in the expression 
(Jl + J2)[O2] •- k•?[O][OH] (12) 
io II 
io © 
As atomic H is the dominant active-H species at the meso- E 
•.• o 9 pause, the result of substituting for OH in (11) using (12) z I 
shows atomic H and, therefore, active-H, being controlled o 
by the production f active-O: 
[Hi • (J• +J2) k2s[M] (13) 
The active-O concentration, in tarn, is related to the abun- 
dance of active-H. Since active-H isroughly inphotocbem- 
ical steady state and its main loss pathway is now 
(R30) H + HO2 --• H2 + 02 
we find that 
io 5 
Js[H20] = k30[H][HO2] (14) LOCAL TIME (HOURS) 
Fig 8. The diurnal variation of ozone in the basic model of this 
The production of HO2 (reaction (R28)) is balanced by its paper.. solar minimum flux, summer solstice sun at 38'N latitude, 7 ppmv of H20 at 40 kin, eddy diffusion profile of Paper I, kinetic 
loss rates (predominantly due to (RI 8)), such that HO2 is in rate constants as abulated in Table 1, and temperature profile of
equilibrium with atomic H, Paper I increased by20 K. Results are shown for 50, 60, 70, 80, 
k28 [H ] [02 ][M ] 90, and 100 km altitudes (solid and ashed lines). Shown for the [HO2] = k•810] (15) purlx)ses of comparison e the diurnal profiles obtained with e analytical expressions of Tabl  2 ( otted a d dashed-dot lines). 
Substituting (13) and (15) into (14), 
[O] = (J• + J:):k3010:] Jsk •sk2s [H20] [M] (16) 
Given (13) and (16), (10) can now be rewritten to obtain 
the daylight O3 concentration at 80 km, 
[0340 = 
(Jl + J2)2k3o(k14102] + kls[N2])[O2]  
Jsk •sk2s[H20][M][J3 +J4 + k29 (Jl+J2).  k28 [M] (17) 
As mentioned earlier, the mesopause is a transition 
region for ozone chemistry. Whereas below the mesopause, 
the 03 lifetime is very long during the night, at the meso- 
pause the nighttime lifetime becomes less than I hour so 
that it is chemically active throughout the 24-hour diurnal 
cycle. However, both active-O and active-H, although 
short-lived, are not in steady-state (loss far exceeds produc- 
tion), and, so a useful analytic expression for nighttime 03 
at 80 km cannot be derived. 
The chemistry of ozone is most simply understandable at 
90 and 100 km. The production and loss of 03 is in bal- 
ance throughout the full diurnal cycle. The lifetime of 
atomic O is •-1 week at 90 km and 6 months at 100 km 
(Figure 2). Although the time scale for conversion of 
atomic H to some other form of active-H is short (Figure 
5), atomic H is reformed as rapidly. Since the lifetime of 
active-H is extremely long and the cycling within the 
active-H group results in atomic H being the dominant 
member throughout the diurnal cycle, the atomic H con- 
centration remains constant over a 24-hour period. There- 
fore (1), as is, represents the diurnally varying O3 concentra- 
tion, where production terms (RI3)-(R15) and the chemical 
loss terms (RI6) and (R29) are constant and the photolytic 
loss terms J3 and J4 exist only during daylight hours. 
Diurnal calculations can be performed with the simple 
O3 expressions just derived and compared with the results 
of a detailed calculation solving the continuity equations to 
test the analytical formulae. Such a comparison is shown 
in Figure 8; the rate constants and abundances of long-lived 
species are the same in both calculations. The simplified 
calculations for nighttime are shown only above 80 km, in 
which altitude range there are nonsingular values for the O3 
densities. It is clear from Figure 8 that the O3 concentra- 
tions above 80 km throughout he full diurnal period can 
be reproduced by the analytical expression (1) very accu- 
rately. Below 80 km, where O3 is long-lived at night, the 
assumption of steady state for O3 and active-O and/or 
active-H fails near sunrise and sunset, explaining the 
significant differences between the two calculations at those 
local times. The daytime O3 densities are accurately com- 
puted in the simple calculations for most of the daylight 
period at 50 and 70 km. At 60 kin, the analytical expres- 
sion employed was simply an average of the equations for 
50 and 70 kin, leading to an error of 33% for most of the 
daylight period. Of the derivations of simple O3 expressions 
presented in this paper, the one most in error is for 80 km 
because of the assumption that active-H is in photochemi- 
cal steady state. In reality, active-H is fairly long-lived dur- 
ing the daylight period (Figure 5), and its production and 
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TABLE 2. Ozone Concentration Under Conditions of Photochemical Equilibrium 
Equations 
50 km (daylight ours) [03] j12/3(]•9]•23)l/3(k14102] q- k15[N2])2/3[N211/3102] 4/3 (J3 q- j4)2/3(j4klOk17k18)l/3[H20] 1/3 
60 km (daylight hours)* 
70 km (daylight ours) [03] 
80 km (daylight hours) 
Jlk231/2(k14102] q- k15[N2])[O2] 2 
(J3 q- J4)(J5k17kls)l/2[H20] 1/2 
[03] • (J1 + J2)2k3ø[O212(k14102] + kls[N2]) 
k29(J1 q- J2).) JsklSk28[M][H20](J3 + J4 + k28[M] 
above 90 km [03] '- [O][O2](k1310] q- k 4102] q- k15[N2]) J3 + J4 + k29[H] + k•6[O] 
Jn and kn are photolytic and kinetic rate constants, respectively, and n refers to the reaction 
index in Table 1. 
*Expression intermediate between that for 50 km and that for 70 km. 
loss terms are not in balance (Figure 7). This leads to a tions, species with chemical lifetimes greater than a day will 
difference between the simple analytical and detailed com- be affected, which in turn influences the 03 distribution. 
putations of as much as a factor of three at noon. Figure 8 On the other hand, these reactions are unimportant in 
shows that the analytical expressions for 03 reproduce the terms of the details of diurnal changes, the basis on which 
trends of the detailed computer model in general. At cer- Table 2 was derived. For example, as discussed in Paper I, 
tain altitudes for particular local times, the values for 03 the atomic O thermospheric distribution is a balance 
from the simple expressions are in such good agreement between photolytic production (reactions (R1) and (R2)) 
with the results of the detailed computations that these and downward transport. The photolyric reaction (R6) 
expressions can be used in other types of aeronomic models converting H20 to H2 indirectly affects 03 at 80 km and 
where the presence of 03 is important to the processes being above because of its impact on the vertical distribution of 
considered, but a full treatment of the 03 chemistry is awk- 
ward. 
Numerical Sensitivity Analyses 
The simple analytical expressions we have derived for 03 
densities are summarized in Table 2. With these equations, 
we can calculate the sensitivity of the 03 distribution to 
changes in any of the input physical or atmospheric param- 
long-lived, but not inert, H20. The photolyric reaction 
(R5) is the main source of active-H in the thermosphere, 
which in turn is important for controlling the 03 distribu- 
tion. The reaction between atomic O and 03 (reaction 
(RI 6)) is indicated in Table 3 to be important at 50 km but 
has not been accounted for in the above equations. This is 
because R I6 is less important than O + OH (reaction 
(RI 7)) as a loss mechanism for active-O in the basic model 
of Table 1 but is the primary loss channel if (R16) is dou- 
eters. This also can be done numerically by performing a bled. Then the analytical expression for 03 at 50 km dur- 
series of computer model calculations, which also tests the ing daylight hours (8) would be instead 
validity of these simple expressions. For this purpose, a 
sequence of steady state computer calculations with a diur- J•/2(k14102] + k ls[N2])m[O2] [O3]•0 - (18) 
nally averaged radiation field were executed, in each case (J3 + Js)mk•6/2 
one of the photolyric or kinetic rate constants being dou- 
bled. The changes in the model 03 values relative to the the importance of (R16) now being clear. The sensitivity of 
results of the basic model of Table 1 are presented in Table O3 at 80 km to (R23) as seen in Table 3 shows that (R23) 
3. The diurnally averaged steady state calculation is very still is an important active-H loss process although Table 3 
similar to a late afternoon steady state calculation, which in also indicates that (R30) is even more important, as was 
turn yields results very close to late afternoon results of a assumed in deriving the analytical expression at 80 kin. 
diurnal calculation since 03 and the other key short-lived 
species are almost in near-instantaneous steady state during Model Calculations of Diurnal Variability 
daylight hours at all altitudes. 
A comparison f Table 2 and 3 reveals that almost all Given the validity of the simple xpressions i  Table 2 
pmmneters which, when doubled, would change the O• con- for representing thekey processes affecting O•, we can now 
centration by more than 10% are accounted for in the sire- use these equations to understand the detailed diurnal 
pie analytical expressions at the appropriate altitudes. How- profiles of O• generated by the computer calculations. The 
ever, Table 3 shows O• to be fairly sensitive to certain reac- diurnal variation of O• resulting from a diurnal calculation 
rions not appearing in Table 2 as a result of the nature of run with the Table 1 parameters is hown in Figure 8 and 
the steady state diurnally averaged calculations u ed to gert- the analogous results for O, H, OH, and HO2 in Figure 9. 
crate Table 3. On the longer time scales of these computa- Similar calculations coveting some or all of our altitude 
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TABLE 3. Model Ozone Variation Resulting From Input Parameter Change 
Altitude, km 
Per turbation 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Doubling the rate constant 
(RI) 02 + hv-• 20 + 58% + 55ø7o 
(R2) 02 + hv-• 0 + O(•D) ___a ___ 
(R3) 03 + hv -• 02 + O - 8O7o - 8O7o 
(R4) 03 + hv-• 02 + O(•D) -40O7o -42O7o 
(R5) H20 + he -• H + OH - 2ø70 - 9ø70 
(R6) H20 + he-• H2 + O(•O) --- + I O7o 
(R7) H202 + hv-• 2OH ...... 
(R8) O(•D) + 02 -• O + 02 + 3ø70 + 4ø70 
(R9) O(•D) + N2 -• O + N2 + 9O7o + 8O7o 
(R10) O(•D) + H20-• 2OH - 10O7o - 11 ø7o 
(RII) O(•D) + H2 -• H + OH .... 1O7o 
(RI2) 20 + M -• 02 + M ...... 
(R13) O+O2+O-•O3+O (R14) O + 02 + 02 -• 03 + 02 + 59ø7o + 57ø7o (RI5)  + 02 + N2 -• 03 + N2 
(RI6) O + 03 -• 202 -23ø7o -9ø7o --- 
(RI7) O + OH -•O2 + H - 11O7o - 19O7o -25O7o 
(RI8) O + HO2 -• OH + 02 - 10ø7o - 17ø7o - 25ø7o 
(RI9) O + H202-• OH + HO2 ......... 
(R20) O + H2--• OH + H ......... 
(R21) OH + O3 -• HO2 + 02 ......... 
(R22) 2OH -• H20 + O + 1% + 2% + 3% 
(R23) OH + HO2 -• H20 + 02 + 9% + 19% + 30% 
(R24) OH + H202 -• H20 + HO2 ......... 
(R25) OH + H2 -• H20 + H ......... 
(R26) HO2 + O3-• OH + 202 ......... 
(R27) 2HO2 -• H202 + 02 ......... 
(R28) H + 02 + M -• HO2 + M + 2% + 5% + 8% 
(R29) H + O3 -• OH + 02 -4% -8% - 12% 
(R30) H + HO2 -• H2 + 02 ...... + 3% 
(R31) H + HO2 -• 2OH ......... 
(R32) H + HO2 -• H20 + O ...... + 1% 
(R33) 2H + M -• H2 + M ......... 
(R35) CH4 + OH -• CO + OH + 2H20 ......... 
(R36) CH4 + O-• CO + 2OH + H20 ......... 
(R37) CH4 + O(•D)-• CO + 2OH + H20 ......... 
Change in solar flux from solar minimum 
to solar maximum b ......... 
Change in solar illumination from summer solstice 
to winter solstice + 11% + 10% 
Reduction of H20 boundary condition at 40 km 
from 7 ppm to 5 ppm + 5% + 8% 
Temperature profile reduced by 20 K + 34ø7o + 22O7o 
+71% 
+2% 
- 10% 
-42% 
- 24% 
+4% 
___ 
+1% 
+2% 
-3% 
-1% 
___ 
+ 77% 
+ 82% + 21% + 9% 
+ 34% + 50% + 41 
-4% -5% -9% 
-21% -26% -41% 
-41% - 19% -4% 
+ 36% + 24% + 5% 
+1% +1% --- 
+2% +1% --- 
-1% -1% --- 
-2% - 1% - 1% 
- 3% - 10% - 5% 
+ 51% +68% + 97% 
+1ø70 .... 
-9% + 2ø70 --- 
-35% -4% -1% 
+2% ...... 
+ 16% ...... 
-2% - 1% --- 
- 11% + 3% + 1% 
- 36% - 37% - 14070 
+ 32% + 
-1% 
+ 10% + 1% --- 
......... 
......... 
......... 
......... 
+ 10% + 29% + 29% 
+ 33% - 13% - 33% - 20% 
+ 13% + 39% + 17% +4% 
+ 26% + 22% + 40% + 36% 
Steady state computations performed with diurnally averaged solar insolation. The basic model described inthe text is the point of 
reference. 
aLess than + 1%. 
bSolar minimum spectrum from Rottman [ 1981] and solar maximum spectrum from Mount and Rottman [1981]. 
range have been performed most recently by Logan et al. 
[1978], Keneshea et al. [1979], Rusch and Liu [1981], 
Prather [ 1981 ], and Wang et al. [ 1981 ]. The day-to-night 
variation and diurnal structure reported by the first four 
references is comparable to what is shown in Figure 8. 
Logan et al. [19781, Keneshea et al. [19791, and Rusch and 
Liu [19811 also display diurnal profiles for the other active- 
O and-H species; the results are similar to our Figure 9. 
The diurnal variation of OH calculated by Herman [1979] 
is also qualitatively similar to our calculations. However, 
not in agreement with our results and the results of the 
other references is the O3 diurnal variability in the meso- 
sphere of Wang et al. [1981 ], which is an order of magni- 
tude larger, but not enough information is given in that 
paper to identify possible causes of the differences. To aid 
in analyzing the O3 diurnal profiles (Figure 8) in light of the 
simple analytical expressions derived earlier (Table 2), we 
show in Figure 10 the diurnal variation of the key photo- 
lyric rate constants. 
Throughout he night at 50 km, the O3 density remains 
unchanged (Figure 8) because the chemical loss time scale 
for O3 at night is much longer than 1 day (Figure 2) due to 
the disappearance of the photolyric loss term and of atomic 
O and H (Figure 9). The transport time scale is also too 
long to result in any nighttime variation in O3. During the 
daytime, the lifetime of atomic O relative to recombination 
to form 03 is shorter than the 03 dissociation lifetime so 
that as soon as 03 is photodissociated the atomic O formed 
recombines to form 03. Therefore, the 0/03 ratio remains 
relatively constant hroughout he day. Moreover, active-O 
is destroyed almost as rapidly as it is produced so that there 
is little net change in the active-O abundance throughout 
the diurnal cycle, the photolytic source of active-O and 
indirect photolytic source of active-H maintaining a balance 
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with changing solar zenith angle. The key photolytic rate 
constants vary in a similar manner throughout he daylight 
period so that J•/3/(J3 + Jn)2/3J4 •/3 (see Table 2) changes 
very little. The day/night variation in O3 at 50 km is very 
small, the difference that does occur reflecting a small 
decrease in the active-O abundance from night to day 
resulting from excess active-O loss in the morning that is 
offset by excess active-O production in late afternoon. 
At 60 km, the relatively constant O3 concentration at 
night has the same explanation as for 50 km. A moderate 
decrease in the O3 density at sunrise and increase at sunset 
is due to the near instantaneous change in O3 photodissoci- 
ation (J3 + Jn) (the atmosphere having become optically 
thin in the key wavelength range) without a compensating 
variation in active-O photolytic production. A new equili- 
brium between O and O3 is established which remains in 
balance (J3 + Jn remaining constant) throughout the day- 
light hours. Also remaining in balance during the daylight 
period is the production and loss of active-O, driven directly 
or indirectly by photolysis. The near constancy of the 
active-O abundance is a result of the ratio J l/J• a remain- 
ing constant with changing solar zenith angle. The daytime 
near balance between active-O production and loss means 
that active-O does not vary much throughout he full diur- 
nal cycle, although in fact there is a small increase in the 
active-O abundance from night to day. Thus, the day-to- 
night difference in 03 is primarily a result of the changing 
atomic 0/03 ratio. 
At 70 km, the constant nighttime 03 density and the 
sharp transitions at sunrise and sunset have the same expla- 
nation as at 60 km. However, at 70 km, the photolyric 
source of active-O increases more rapidly than the photo- 
lyric source of active-H, resulting in an early rise in the 
active-O abundance leveling off toward midday as a balance 
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Fig. 10. The diurnal variation of the photodissociation rate constants (a) J•, (b) J2, (c) J3, (d) J4, (e) Js, and (/) J6 for 
the illumination conditions appropriate for the basic model. Results hown for 5.0, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, and 110 km 
altitude. 
with active-H catalyzed active-O loss is established, keeping 
the 03 profile nearly constant hroughout he remaining 
daylight hours. The fundamental cause of the daylight vari- 
ation is the fact that the crucial wavelength range for O2 
photodissociation is optically thinner at 70 km than the 
wavelength range for H20 photodissociation. Thus, at 70 
km, there is an appreciable night-to-day increase in active- 
O, but the daytime photolytic redistribution between atomic 
O and 03 results in the calculated night-to-day decrease in 
03. 
The complex nature of the 03 chemical cycle at the 
mesopause is reflected in a most unusual diurnal profile for 
03 at 80 km. Somewhat similar structure is seen in th$ cal- 
culations of Keneshea et al. [1979], Prather [1981 ], and 
Wang et al. [1981 ]. The sharp changes at sunrise and sun- 
set are due to the instantaneous appearance and disappear- 
ance of 03 photodissociation, J3 and J4. The analytical 
expression for 03 at 80 km (equation (17)) shows that 
changes in the production of active-O with the varying sun 
angle are amplified relative to the changes in active-H cata- 
lytic destruction. If active-O were truly in photochemical 
steady state throughout the daylight period, the diurnal vari- 
ation of (J• + J2)2/J5 would lead to a daylight 03 variation 
similar to what is shown in Figure 8. However, the morn- 
ing net increase in active-O, resulting in both increasing 03 
(Figure 8) and atomic O (Figure 9), is accentuated by the 
reality that the production of active-O is somewhat larger 
than its rate of loss. By noon, production and loss of 
active-O are in balance. In the afternoon, production of 
active-O declines, and, owing to the longer lifetime of 
active-H, active-H is still increasing somewhat, resulting in 
active-O destruction exceeding its production. At sunset 
there is a brief increase in 03 with the elimination of photo- 
dissociative loss, but then the abundance declines due tO the 
continuing chemical loss of active-O. As the rate of active- 
O loss is proportional to the abundance of active-O, the 
decrease slows as active-O and active-H are depleted. 
Moreover, the flow of active-O from higher altitudes 
becomes comparable to the rate of chemical oss (Figure 4j). 
Thus, the abundance of active-O becomes relatively con- 
stant after midnight. During the nighttime 'period, some 
atomic-O recombines to form 03 such that the percentage 
of active-O in the form of 03 steadily increases. As a result, 
the decrease in active-O is more than offset and the 03 
abundance starts increasing near midnight. 
Above 85 k m, the chemicalSlifetimes of atomic O and H 
are longer than 1 day, so their abundances are constant 
over the diurnal cycle. Therefore, the active-O abundance 
and the production and chemical loss terms for 03 are con- 
stant hroughout the diurnal cycle, while the photolyric par- 
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titioning between atomic O and 0 3 (reactions (R3) and 
(R4)) appears and disappears sharply at sunrise and sunset. 
This then produces a constant nighttime and lower constant 
daytime profile for 03 in the lower thermosphere. 
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF 03 
Aladdin 74 Ozone Observations 
One of the most detailed observational data sets covering 
the distribution of ozone in the mesosphere and lower ther- 
mosphere resulted from the Aladdin 74 rocket program 
[Weeks et al. 1978]. Much of the altitude range between 
50 and 110 •cm was monitored nearly simultaneously by 
more than one experimental technique. In Paper I, mea- 
surements of the major constituents of the atmosphere 
obtained with a mass spectrometer on one of the Aladdin 
74 flights [Trinks et al., 1978; Trinks and Fricke, 1978; H. 
Tfinks, private communication, 1979] allowed a deter- 
mination of the eddy diffusion profile above 90 km 
appropriate for the time of the Aladdin 74 program and 
gave some sense of eddy diffusion and mesospheric water 
content below that altitude. These data in conjunction with 
Millstone Hill incoherent scatter radar results (W. Oliver, 
private communication, 1980) also allowed a good estimate 
of the temperature profile in the lower thermosphere. Thus 
more information about general background atmosphere 
conditions is available for the epoch of the Aladdin 74 
ozone measurements than is generally available for other 03 
data sets. For these reasons, the Aladdin 74 03 data seemed 
to present a nearly ideal case for testing in detail model 
results for the 03 distribution. Preliminary work in this 
regard suggested that the 03 concentration at the mesopause 
is reflective of certain aspects of the background atmosphere 
and of the validity of kinetic rate constants used in the 
model. These results briefly quoted in Paper I will be dis- 
cussed more fully in the current paper. 
Four different rocket-borne procedures for measuring 
high altitude ozone were flown on June 29 and 30, 1974, 
during rocket flights originating from Wallops Island, Vir- 
ginia (38øN latitude). The chemiluminescent sondes, ultra- 
violet absorption and airglow photometers, and mass spec- 
trometer had different operational altitude ranges, but the 
overlap of the varying altitude coverages allowed 03 con- 
centrations to be measured by more than one technique at 
most levels in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere. 
The intercomparisons allowed an assessment to be made of 
the systematic differences between the various measurement 
techniques. 
The rocket flights that carried aloft the various instru- 
ments occurred during a late afternoon period and a period 
after dawn. An ozone vertical profile is shown in Figure 11, 
which is a composite of the Aladdin 74 results. The range 
of uncertainty in the value at each altitude reflects (1) the 
sum of the spread between the results of equally precise 
methods (as judged from the relative magnitudes of the 
published error analyses) and the error bars of the measure- 
ment being combined or (2) the errors of a lone measure- 
ment (where only one was available or where one technique 
was significantly more precise than the other available at the 
particular altitude). The 03 values between 50 and 60 km 
come from the chemiluminescent sonde and UV absorption 
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photometer post-dawn flights. The values from the chemi- 
luminescent sonde for this altitude range taken during the 
late afternoon and the post-dawn periods are very similar, 
as is predicted by model calculations (Figure 8). The data 
from the UV absorption technique extend to about 83 km. 
These data taken during the post-dawn period should be 
comparable with late afternoon data, given the error bars 
for these results and the small daytime 03 variation below 
80 km expected from the model calculations. The airglow 
photometer esults obtained uring the late afternoon flight 
period contribute to the composite profile between 72 and 
98 km. In the altitude range in which the UV and airglow 
photometer measurements overlap, the agreement is very 
good and supportive of the aforementioned assumption. 
Between 90 and 108 km, the composite 03 distribution 
reflects the late afternoon mass spectrometer measurements. 
Since variability during daylight hours is significant near 
the mesopause, the composite 03 vertical profile shown in 
Figure 11 is best compared with model calculations for late 
afternoon (solar zenith angle •: between 43 and 53ø). 
Because the active-O and active-H species are at, or near, 
photochemical steady state during daylight hours, or are 
very long-lived, a steady state calculation with a diurnally 
averaged (and therefore late afternoon) radiation field 
should provide results appropriate for comparison with the 
Aladdin 74 data much more economically than running a 
diurnal calculation for every test parameter change. The 
validity of this procedure is demonstrated in Figure 11 
where the results of a diurnally averaged calculation using 
the basic/final atmosphere and kinetic parameters (see Table 
1) are seen to be very similar to results for 1600 LST (;• - 
47') from an explicit diurnal calculation (from which the 
results shown in earlier sections are derived). The good 
agreement between our model results and the observed 03 
profile in the 50- to 95-km altitude range only results after a 
variety of parameters are modified. 
Derivation of Basic Model Parameters 
When we initiated this investigation, the most currently 
available rate constants were those summarized in Hudson 
and Reed [1979]. In the interim, laboratory investigations 
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resulted in revision to some of these values (summarized 
most recently in DeMore et al. [1982]). With these new 
rate constant values, model calculations match 03 observa- 
tions much better. In this section, we will show the impor- 
tance of some of these modifications in rate constants and 
illustrate how a careful comparison between model calcula- 
tions and observations can indicate potential changes in the 
accepted values for key rate constants and climatological 
variables. 
The first test comparison is between the Aladdin 74 data 
and model computations utilizing the Hudson and Reed 
[1979] rate constants, a diurnally averaged radiation field, 
tl•e density-temperature p ofile for the background atmo- 
sphere discussed in Paper I, and the eddy diffusion 
coefficients above 90 km whose derivation is also discussed 
in Paper I. The eddy diffusion profile K(z) below 90 km 
(see profile 1 in Figure 12a) is that recommended by Hud- 
son [1977], which is basically double the magnitude of the 
eddy diffusion profile suggested by Hunten [1975] and 
results in good agreement between models and observations 
of the vertical profiles of stratospheric tracer species. The 
lower boundary condition at 40 km for H20 in this calcula- 
tion is 5 ppmv, the value suggested by the radio measure- 
ments of mesospheric water obtained by Waters et al. 
[1980]. A comparison between the model results thus 
obtained and the Aladdin 74 composite profile is shown in 
Figure 12b. The theoretical and observational results are in 
good agreement, except between 75 and 90 km and above 
95 km. At the mesopause the discrepancy is as large as a 
factor of 15 peaking around 83 km. Although wavelike 
deviations from a mean value can be produced by upward- 
propagating gravity waves, Frederick [1979] using gravity 
wave parameters derived from observations shows that this 
could only produce a variation of less than 10% at 80 km 
and a factor of 2 at 90 km. This result taken together with 
the fact that a local minimum in the observed 03 profile 
near 80 km and a secondary maximum near 90 km also 
appear in the model calculations suggests that the structure 
near the mesopause is a result of phenomena already 
included in the model but that the sources of the differences 
in the magnitude of the 03 secondary maximum lie some- 
where in the values for the input parameters. 
Poorly known, but potentially highly variable, are the 
values of the climatological parameters that affect the model 
calculations. Least well constrained by observational data is 
the magnitude of vertical transport (i.e., eddy diffusion) for 
the altitude range from the stratopause to 90 km. There- 
fore, we first consider what improvement in the model fit to 
observation could result from modifying the eddy diffusion 
values chosen initially. Above 58 km, daytime 03 is in 
equilibrium with the larger reservoir of atomic O. From 85 
km down to 80 km, the lifetime of active-O (= atomic O) 
rapidly decreases from ---1 day to ---1 hour (Figure 2). 
However, as seen in Figure 4, the downward flow of active- 
oxygen can contribute to the abundance of active-O at 80 
km since the magnitude of the gradient of the flux is of the 
same order of magnitude as local chemical production and 
loss processes. The abundance of H20 at 80 km, a parame- 
ter to which mesopause 03 is sensitive, is also affected by 
the magnitude of vertical motion at and above the meso- 
pause. We judged that adjusting the eddy diffusion profile 
between 80 and 90 km to introduce a stagnant layer would 
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reduce the downward flux of atomic O and would retard 
the flow of H20 through the mesopause, resulting in an 
increase in the abundance of H20 at 80 km. The conse- 
quence of these two effects is to reduce atomic O and, in 
turn, 03 concentrations at the mesopause. Trial K(z) 
profiles (2 and 3) are shown in Figure 12a and the resulting 
O3 distributions in Figure 12b. Some reduction in the 
model 03 values at the secondary maximum results; a com- 
parison of the 03 values corresponding to trial K(z) profiles 
2 and 3 shows that further modification of K(z) between 80 
and 90 km would not result in significant further improve- 
ment. Since the abundance of H20 at the mesopause is 
also strongly controlled by the rate of upward transport 
from the stratopause, we investigated what modification of 
the K(z) profile between 50 and 80 km could reduce 80 km 
03 further. K(z) profile number 4 (Figure 12a)'maximizes 
the amount of H20 at 80 km and does result in a small 
decrease in 03. 
The adjustments to the adopted eddy diffusion profile 
between 50 and 90 km do affect he 03 profile even though 
03 may be short-lived. Thus, easily observable 03 can be 
used as a tracer of transport in the upper atmosphere. 
However, the discrepancy between Aladdin 74 observations 
and model results remains significant. 
Also poorly known is the magnitude and variability of 
H20 at the mesopause. As seen in Table 2, the relative sen- 
sitivity of the 03 concentration to the local H20 abundance 
is a maximum at 80 km, and, thus, a change in the adopted 
40 km boundary condition for H20 would result in a 
change in the 03 concentration largest at 80 km (Table 3) 
leaving the 03 values little changed at the other altitudes 
where there is a good match between observations and 
model results. When the lower boundary condition for 
H20 is increased to 7 ppmv, a value that is still consistent 
with the Waters et al. [1980] measurements and in agree- 
ment with an extrapolation of the stratospheric results of 
Farmer et al. [1980], the resulting 03 profile (5 in Figure 
12b) shows the expected reduction at 80 km. The new H20 
profile (Figure 5b in Paper I) is consistent with the unpub- 
lished 90 km Aladdin 74 mass spectrometer H20 measure- 
ment (H. Trinks, private communication, 1979) and the 
recently published observational results of Deguchi and 
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Muhleman [1982] and, in the lower mesosphere, with the 
conclusions of Bevilacqua et al. [1983] and the preliminary 
results from the NIMBUS 7 SAMS instrument [WMO, 
1981 ]. Our profile is somewhat higher than the preliminary 
data from the SAMS instrument for the 75-85 km altitude 
range [Drummond and Mutlow, 1981] and the upper 
mesospheric results of Bevilacqua et al. [1983] (further dis- 
cussion of this is postponed to a later section). The range 
of values for the water vapor mixing ratio in the lower ther- 
toosphere derived from meteoritic ion observations [Solo- 
mon et al., 1983] includes the H20 values resulting from 
the new model calculation. Very recently, the J. E. Freder- 
ick and A. R. Douglass (private communication, 1982) 
analysis of stratospheric water vapor observations and the 
oxidation of CH4 to H20 finds that 7 ppmv of H20 at the 
stratopause is consistent with the largest group of strato- 
spheric measurements. 
The foregoing discussion is a derivation of the K(z) 
profile between 50 and 90 km and the 40 km H20 boun- 
dary condition that were presented in Paper I without 
extensive explanation. After the changes in eddy diffusion 
and mesospheric H20 distribution are made, the model 
values for 03 at the mesopause are now a factor of 10 too 
large, a reduction of 33% from the initial calculation. At 
this point it seems necessary to consider what errors in the 
model results can be due to inaccuracies in the kinetic rate 
constants adopted, some of which are (or were) relatively 
poorly constrained by laboratory measurements. Studying 
the impact of the different parameters on the whole 03 
profile above the stratopause allows the best assessment of 
which parameters may need to be modified since, in some 
cases, different altitude ranges may constrain the same rate 
constant in opposite senses, thus allowing little room for 
adjustment. Such is the case for the rate constants O + 02 
q' (02, N2Xki4-15); when the values are reduced to lower 03 
at 80 kin, the result is too little 03 at 60 km, suggesting that 
these laboratory measurements are not adjustable in light of 
this observational data set. Thus the rate constants listed in 
Table 1 for k14 and k•5 are the nominal values of Klais et 
al. [1980]. (In Paper I, our preliminary analysis only con- 
cemed the sensitivity of mesopause 03 to parameter values, 
thus leading us to suggest reducing k14 and k •5.) 
The analysis of 03 chemistry presented earlier in this 
paper and summarized in Table 2 shows that, particularly 
at 80 km, the 03 concentration is especially sensitive to the 
values of k28 and k30 which, if increased and decreased, 
respectively, can cause a significant decrease in model 
values. Furthermore, 03 is relatively more sensitive to 
at 80 km than at any other altitude. When the values for 
k•8 and k28 are modified within the latitude allowed by the 
measurement uncertainties quoted in Hudson and Reed 
[1979] and the value for k3o reduced in concert with the 
error bar for the Hack et al. [1978, 1979] measurement 
(modifications reported in Paper I), the 03 density at the 
mesopause is decreased by about a factor of 5. Since the 
publication of Paper I, refinements of the laboratory mea- 
surements of k lB and k3o have occurred. At the low 
temperature of the mesopause (-- 170-180 K), the modified 
rate constant for the reaction O + HO2 (reaction (R18)) 
reported in Paper I was a factor of 2 larger than the value 
derived from the recommendation of Hudson and Reed 
[ 1979], but Keyser [ 1982] has published a new laboratory 
measurement of k 18 that, at 170 K, is even 40% larger than 
our value (8-83% larger given the reported uncertainties). 
Another recent measurement (room temperature) of k lB 
[Sridharan et al., 1982] is 10% lower than the Keyset 
[1982] result and also in agreement with our conclusion 
that O + HO2 has to occur faster than earlier laboratory 
measurements had indicated. If the Keyset [1982] value is 
used, 03 is decreased too much, so we adopt a value at the 
lower limit of his experimental uncertainties, but it is larger 
than the earlier data evaluation recommendations. 
Sridharan et al. [1982] also report a new value for k30 q' 
k31 q' k32 and a relative branching ratio for each of the indi- 
vidual reactions. They find that k30/(k30 + k31 + k32) is 
--9%, similar to the value of 13% adopted in Paper I, which 
was half of that reported by Hack et al. [1978]. These 
newest measurements for k3o-32 have been adopted for the 
current work and are listed in Table 1. Table 2 shows that 
enhancing k29 reduces 03 at and above the mesopause, 
allowing a better match to the local minimum at 80 km 
and the secondary maximum at 85 km. Thus we use a 
value (see Table 1) that is the upper limits of the uncertain- 
ties of DeMote et al. [ 1982]. 
Below 70 km, model 03 is sensitive to k23 which we 
increase slightly to improve the match between model and 
observations and to k17 which is decreased. The value for 
k23 in Table 1 is 20% higher than the zero pressure room 
temperature value of DeMore et al. [1982]. Very recently, 
llgtufman et ai. [1982] reported a positive activation energy 
(--436 K) for this reaction that would result in faster reac- 
tions at mesospheric temperatures. The value for k•7 is 
decreased within the limits allowed by WMO [1981] and is 
--40% lower than the new lower limit suggested in DeMote 
et al. [1982]. 
The 03 model results below 60 km in Figure 12b are at 
the lower end of the uncertainty range of the observations. 
Several processes affect the 03 profile only in this altitude 
range and can be adjusted to increase the model 03 results 
(see Table 2). Thus, the values in Table 1 for ks and k9 are 
the maximum values allowed by the uncertainties in the 
laboratory results [DeMore et al., 1982]. Similarly, k10 is 
reduced to the maximum extent [DeMore et al., 1982]. 
The model 03 profile resulting from making all of these 
adjustments in the kinetic rate constants is shown in Figure 
11 (profile demarcated with crosses). The rate constants of 
less important reactions have been updated in accord with 
DeMore et al. [1982]. The discrepancy at the secondary 
maximum is significantly reduced. Although the largest 
changes allowed by the measurement uncertainties are 
implemented, the model secondary maximum is still higher 
than the observed value. One major model parameter not 
yet considered is the temperature profile, adjustment of 
which could allow the model results to better reproduce the 
observations. Since so many of the reactions in Table 1 are 
temperature-dependent, he ozone abundances at all alti- 
tudes are sensitive to some extent to the local value of the 
atmospheric temperature. The variability of 03 in the 
mesosphere and lower thermosphere resulting from changes 
in the temperature field is a key element in the studies of 
Frederick [1979, 198 la, b]. Gravity waves can result in 
oscillating temperature profiles [Frederick, 1979]; such 
could have been the case at the time of the Aladdin 74 
observations. Variations in temperature by as much as 25 
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K have been observed in a short time span in the altitude 
range 65-85 km (by rocket measurements also originating 
from Wallops Island, Virginia) [Schmidlin, 1976]. These 
temperature profiles distinctly showed a wavelike structure. 
Wavelike vertical temperature profiles in the mesosphere 
along with short-term fluctuations at a given altitude can be 
clearly observed by ground-based lidar soundings [Chanin 
and Hauchecorne, 1981; Hauchecorne and Chanin, 1982, 
1983]. Differences between the temperature measurements 
and standard atmospheric models can be as large as 20 K. 
Systematically increasing the temperature profile used in 
Paper I by 20 K results in an O• distribution that is shown 
in Figure 11. (Actually the temperature profile of Paper I is 
somewhat higher than a temperature profile derived in the 
appendix of that paper by a hydrostatic alculation utilizing 
the Aladdin 74 mass spectrometer data. However, sys- 
tematic error may have been introduced into that calcula- 
tion due to its limited nature, as evidenced by the resulting 
extreme temperature gradients, leading us to adopt more 
standard profiles.) Whereas the secondary maximum is 
now reproduced extremely well by the model calculations, 
the results below 70 km only marginally agree with the 
observations. But as seen in the lidar temperature measure- 
ments, deviations from a more "normal" temperature 
sometimes may only occur in a narrow altitude range at 
any particular point in time. Thus the temperature 
modification adopted for the calculations may only have 
occurred at the mesopause at the time of the O3 measure- 
merits, and the standard temperature profile may be a more 
accurate representation of conditions in the lower meso- 
sphere at that time. However, for the sake of simplicity, the 
standard atmosphere temperature profile (see Paper I) 
increased by 20 K is adopted for the basic model of this 
paper. This is implemented only for the purposes of com- 
parison with the Aladdin 74 observations and other tem- 
perature profiles will be utilized in computations focussed 
on measurements at other epochs. 
By this sequence of model/observation i tercomparisons, 
we arrive at a basic model, the results from which were 
already used in earlier sections in which the important reac- 
tions of relevance to the O• chemistry were discussed. A 
good fit to the O• observations from 50 km all the way up 
to 95 kin, spanning several different regimes of O• chemical 
cycles, only results when the kinetic rate constants, H20 
abundance, eddy diffusion coefficients, and background 
temperature are modified from the initial assumptions, but 
in each case the changes are within the limits of current 
uncertainties. Some of the suggestions for changes 
presented in Paper I subsequently have been proven to be 
correct. The changes we have suggested for different param- 
eters clearly are correlated. Better determinations of any of 
these parameters will affect our estimates for the others, 
doubtlessly resulting in future revision. This then is our 
basic model (the climatological parameters being most 
appropriate for the Aladdin 74 period): the kinetic rate 
constants reported in Table 1, the H20 vapor abundance 
and eddy diffusion coefficients previously presented in Paper 
I, and the background temperature profile discussed in 
Paper I uniformly increased by 20 K. The diurnally aver- 
aged O• results and the late afternoon profile of a diurnal 
run (the time of day for the key Aladdin 74 measurements) 
are shown to be similar in Figure 11, confirming that the 
diurnally averaged tests used to derive the basic model are 
appropriate when compared with observations taken at that 
specific time. 
One group of parameters which we did not attempt to 
adjust to bring about better model/observation agreement is 
the set of photodissociation rate constants. We feel that in 
general these are much better known than the difficult-to- 
measure free radical rate constants. The model calculations 
shown in this paper utilize the parameterization for the 02 
Schumann-Runge bands described in Allen and Frederick 
(1982). After the bulk of our computations were per- 
formed, Frederick and Mentall [1982], Herman and Men- 
tall [1982], and Froidevaux and Yung [1982] proposed that 
the values of the 02 Herzberg continuum cross section were 
smaller than the values previously used in atmospheric opa- 
city and photodissociation calculations (for example, as in 
Allen and Frederick [ 1982 ]). However, when the appropri- 
ate adjustments are made to our calculations, the resulting 
model O• values are reduced at most by 13% at 50 km and 
systematically less so with increasing altitude, similar to 
what Ko and Sze [1983] and Solomon et al. [1983] found 
upon including the reduced cross-section values. Such a 
small difference is within the uncertainties of the absolute 
cross-section values of the key photolyric processes. 
Another potential error in the model calculations related to 
inaccuracies in the photodissociation computations has 
been proposed by Cicerone and McCrumb [1980]. These 
authors suggest that a combination of quantum and optical 
depth effects may result in an enhanced dissociation rate for 
isotopically heavy 02 (180160) relative to the most abun- 
dam form (160160) such that the current odd-oxygen pro- 
duction rate might be underestimated by as much as 10% in 
the mesosphere. A lack of detailed quantitative spectro- 
scopic data for heavy 02 prevents a good assessment of this 
possibility. 
Very recently new laboratory measurements of the rate 
constants for O + O2 + M were reported by Lin and Leu 
[1982]. When used in our model computations (still 
assuming that k• I k•n), the new model values for O• are 
down by 4% at 50 km relative to the basic model values, 
higher at 80 km by 11%, higher at 90 km by 21%, but little 
different at higher altitudes. This affects the simulation of 
the Aladdin 74 profile a little, but more importantly cannot 
help bring the model results above 95 km into better agree- 
ment with the observations (see Figure 11). Instead of the 
previously adopted assumption that atomic O and 02 are 
equally efficient third-bodies in the recombination process, 
M. T. Leu (private communication, 1982) suggested that 
atomic-O may behave in a manner intermediate between 
He and Ar, whose third-body efficiencies had been mea- 
sured •in and Leu, 1982] and also that the M I O rate 
constant should be doubled to reflect the symmetry in the 
reaction. As atomic-O becomes more abundant than O2 
above the homopause, such rate constant modifications 
would impact on the calculated O• profile in this high alti- 
tude range. When the computations are adjusted in accor- 
dance with Leu's suggestions (k• I 5.8 x 10 -• e •rr cm 6 
s-•), the new O• values are actually less than before since 
atoms are much less efficient third-body intermediaries than 
02 in the case of this reaction and thus the new k• is 
smaller than that previously used. The O• observations at 
lower altitudes do not allow other key rate constants (see 
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Table 2) to be varied sufficiently to bring the model results 
into better agreement with the observed 03 profile above 95 
kin. The important climatological parameters for the lower 
thermosphere at the time of the Aladdin 74 flights are also 
well constrained. We are currently evaluating a number of 
processes heretofore not considered in this context which 
could resolve this discrepancy. 
Calculations of Atomic Oxygen 
During daylight hours above 58 km, ozone is a tracer 
reflective of the larger amount of atomic oxygen present. If 
one has the correct chemical model for O/H species in the 
upper atmosphere, the atomic O profile must be calculated 
correctly for a proper 03 profile to result. In Paper I, a 
model atomic O profile matching the Aladdin 74 measure- 
merits above 90 km resulted upon adjustment of the eddy 
diffusion profile above 90 kin. The kinetic rate constants 
used in that study are only slightly different from what are 
used herein, so the atomic O profile above 90 km calculated 
with the basic model of this paper (see Figure 13a) is 
almost exactly that in Paper I. Many other measurements 
of atomic O in the lower thermosphere have been acquired, 
most of which are included in the compilation of 
Offermann et al. [1981]. There are very significant 
differences between the observed atomic profiles reported 
therein, and it is unclear whether the variation results from 
the variety of measurement techniques or from different 
atmospheric phenomena at different latitudes or, more gen- 
erally, the temporal variation of atmospheric behavior any- 
where. 
A more useful test of the model of this paper can be 
made by using observations of atomic-O at or below the 
mesopause, in which altitude range atomic-O is much less 
sensitive to variability in eddy diffusion. Of the available 
measurements, two most directly comparable with the 
detailed calculations performed for this paper are those 
derived from mid-latitude summer rocket flights at solar 
minimum reported by Thomas and Young [1981] and 
Baker et aL [1982]. The observed values for atomic-O at 
80 km are 3.5 x 108 cm -3 (midnight [Thomas and Young, 
1981]) and • 10 iø cm -3 (Z = 77ø [Baker et aL, 1982]), both 
in good agreement with our diurnal computations hown in 
Figures 9 and 13a. Thomas and Young [1981] also 
observed an atomic-O peak in the lower thermosphere v ry 
similar to the calculations in Paper I and the current work. 
Atomic-O profiles below the mesopause were measured by 
Dickinson et al. [1980]. Although the circumstances of
these observations are not reproduced by our model runs, 
there is good qualitative agreement between our results 
displayed in Figure 13a and the observed profiles: (1) The 
daytime measurements how a steady decrease from the 
lower thermospheric peak down to 80 km below which the 
atomic-O density is relatively constant with altitude down 
to 60 kin, holding at a value • 10 lø cm-3; (2) nighttime 
atomic-O decreases rapidly and steadily from the lower 
thermospheric peak, dropping below measurement sensi- 
tivity (4 109 cm-3) near 80 km. 
Model Results for Hydrogen Species in the Upper Atmo- 
sphere 
The model calculations of 03 are very sensitive to the 
local concentrations of active-H species, which catalyze the 
recycling of active-O back to 02. The sensitivity of the cal- 
culated 03 profile to the changes in the H20 abundance dis- 
cussed earlier results from H20 being the main source of 
active-H. Many of the rate constants we have adjusted to 
improve the 03 model/observation comparison are impor- 
tant in that they affect the cycling among the active-H 
species and the rate of conversion of active-H to inactive 
forms. 
Consequently, the calculated profiles of the various 
hydrogen species (Figures 13 and 14) also need to be con- 
sistent with observations to verify the validity of the model 
description of 03 chemistry. As discussed earlier in this 
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paper, the adopted 40 km boundary condition for H20 and 
the resulting model profile for H20 above the stratopause 
are in accord with a variety of observations of H20 in the 
mesosphere and lower thermosphere. Above the meso- 
pause, inactive-H is predominantly H2 (see Figure 14). As 
most of the H2 in the lower thermosphere is derived ulti- 
mately from the H20 flowing up through the mesosphere, 
the H2 concentration profile reflects the mesospheric H20 
abundance, photodissociation rates (solar conditions, etc.), 
and upward transport'velocities. The springtime solar 
minimum equatorial measurements of H2, using an ultra- 
violet stellar occultafion technique [Atreya et al., 1976], 
yielded values ranging from 1 x 108 cm -3 (q- 15%) at 95 km 
to 1 x 107 cm -3 (q- 5-8%) at 108 kin. Our model values of 
9.5 x 107 cm -3 (95 kin) and 5 x 106 cm -3 (108 kin) are in 
reasonable agreement with the observational results, the 
differences possibly resulting from a variety of factors, 
including variability of vertical motion. 
Unfortunately, the dominant active-H species in the day- 
time in the mesosphere below 70 km i OH i has only 
been directly measured once [Anderson, 1971]. The OH 
concentration profile calculated by the current basic model 
(Figure 13c) is very similar to what is shown in Paper I 
(Figure 5a), wherein the observational values are well fit by 
the model results. Above 70 km during the day and above 
80 km throughout he diurnal period, atomic-H is the dom- 
inant form of active-H (cf. Figures 13b-13d). The high lati- 
tude autumn solar maximum atomic-H measurements of 
Evans and Llewellyn [1973] are an order of magnitude 
smaller than lower thermosphere model results (including 
our own run with a "solar maximum" spectrum), leading 
these authors to suggest a very dry mesosphere. They also 
measured at the same time O3 (in fact, the atomic H results 
are dependent on the O3 observations) and found more 
than our models generate, but consistent with O3 chemistry 
as we understand it. On the other hand, the mid-latitude 
winter solar maximum airglow observations of Anderson et 
al. [1980] are consistent with atomic-H profiles larger than 
the Evans and Llewellyn [1973] result, but still somewhat 
lower than results from our model computed with solar 
illumination appropriate for the epoch of the Anderson et 
al. [ 1980] rocket flight. The uncertainties of their observa- 
tional analysis do not clearly exclude our higher values for 
atomic-H. Recently, Kita and Sharp [1982] report a direct 
measurement of the atomic-H distribution obtained in a 
winter mid-latitude rocket flight (X - 102ø) when the sun 
was shifting to solar minimum behavior: [H] 45 x 106 
cm -3 at 75 kin, 45 x 107 cm-3 at 80 kin, a peak of 1.4 q- 
0.8 x 10 acm -3 at 85 kin, and <•10 acm -3 at 90 kin. The 
results for atomic H from our calculation using a diurnally 
averaged solar minimum winter sun are 10 7, 5 x 10 7, 2 x 
l0 s, and 1.5 x l0 s cm -3, respectively, in reasonably good 
agreement with Kita and Sharp [1982]. Although a diurnal 
computation specific for the circumstances of the Kita and 
Sharp [1982] observations is necessary for performing a 
detailed comparison between model and measurements, 
from Figure 9, one can infer the general pattern of atomic- 
H diurnal variation, which when accounted for would result 
in values in the mesosphere at the local time of the Kita 
and Sharp [ 1982] measurement lower than those of a diur- 
nally averaged sun (late afternoon) calculation. Interest- 
ingly, as shown in eqn. (13), the concentration of atomic-H 
in the upper mesosphere during daylight hours is relatively 
insensitive to the local H20 abundance. This is seen in the 
results of two diurnally averaged calculations with the basic 
model wherein the 40 km boundary condition for H20 in 
one case is 7 ppmv and in the other case 5 ppmv; the 
atomic-H concentrations differ by less than 5% between 65 
and 80 km. 
One further check on the hydrogen budget of the model 
concerns the upward flux of elementalS hydrogen. As sum- 
marized most recently by Hunten and Donahue [1976], the 
amount of elemental hydrogen escaping from the terrestrial 
atmosphere (42-3 x 10 s atoms cm -2 s -l) must be supplied 
from the lower atmosphere. Elemental hydrogen is trans- 
ported upward through the stratopause in the form of H20, 
converted to H2 near the mesopause, and then further 
transformed into atomic-H in the lower thermosphere (see 
Figure 14 and Liu and Donahue [1974a, b]). With our 
boundary conditions at 130 km for atomic H and H2 being 
the maximum diffusion velocity [Banks and Kockarts, 
1973, p. 43], the upward flow of elemental hydrogen is con- 
served from level to level in the model calculation and is 
3.3 x l0 s H atoms cm -2 s -l. The general agreement 
between our value and the approximate value for the earth 
is a rough verification of the model mesosphere hydrogen 
content. 
Thus, the adjustments to the model parameters (the 7 
ppmv 40 km boundary condition for H20, the modified 
kinetic rate constants) that help bring the calculated 03 
profile into better agreement with the Aladden 74 results 
can be roughly checked with a variety of other relevant 
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Fig. 15. The vertical distribution of 0 3 at noon (solid line) and 
midnight (dotted line) resulting from the basic model. 
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observations. However, the comparisons between observa- 
tions and model results, showing points of agreement and 
some disagreements, are only partly relevant because of the 
high probability of the H20 content of the atmosphere vary- 
ing with time. The H20 concentration at the stratopause 
and consequently the mesosphere H20 and active-H profiles 
may have been different at the time of the Aladdin 74 
rocket flights (mid-latitude solar minimum 1974 summer 
period) considering that the observations we have examined 
were at different latitudes, seasons, and/or phases of the 
solar cycle. 
03 Secondary Maximum 
Shown in Figure 15 are the vertical profiles for 03 at 
noon and midnight generated by a full diurnal calculation 
with the basic model. While both profiles show an 
enhancement between 80 and 90 km relative to the 80 km 
value, the secondary maximum is more prominent at night, 
there being an overall nighttime increase in 03 above 60 
kin, but the contrast is also greater since the concentration 
of 03 at the 80 km local minimum is coincidentally similar 
in magnitude at noon and midnight. The temporal varia- 
tion of the secondary maximum can be roughly traced in 
the diurnal variation of 03 displayed in Figure 8. 
A secondary maximum in the ozone distribution at the 
mesopause was first fnferred from high altitude observations 
of "excess" 02 (lAg) airglow emissions [Evans et al., 1968; 
Evans and Llewellyn, 1970], resulting from 03 photolysis. 
From the Evans et al. [1968] flight (mid-latitude, late after- 
noon, fall sun at solar minimum), a peak 03 density of 
--108 cm -3 at --83 km can be derived. Using high latitude 
rocket measurements of O2 (lAg) airglow, Evans and 
Llewellyn [ 1970] deduce 03 local maximum values of 1-3 x 
10 8 cm -3 (depending on time of day), occurring a little 
higher in altitude, --88-90 km. Noxon [ 1982] presents the 
results of 10 years of O2 (lAg) airglow observations, and he 
too finds an 88 km secondary maximum of --4 x 10 8 cm -3 
at high latitudes (twilight, winter solar maximum sun). Our 
model results do approximate these values with due 
allowance given for the varying circumstances of the obser- 
vations. Noxon [1982] also finds that the 03 column above 
80 km increases from summer to winter by a factor of 3 at 
mid- to high latitudes, a trend that models (including our 
own) do not reproduce. It would be important to verify 
this observation by additional measurements. 
The 03 secondary maximum was first directly measured 
by Hays and Roble [1973], using occultations by the terres- 
trial atmosphere of ultraviolet stellar light as detected by the 
OAO 2 satellite, and by Miller and Ryder [1973], employ- 
ing a rocket-borne solar occultation experiment. Both 
groups of observations how a high altitude bulge, but the 
structure is more clearly defined in the work of Hays and 
Roble [1973]. Their (nighttime) profiles show the 03 peak 
typically at 83-85 km, varying between 6 x 10 7 and 3 x 108 
cm -3 in magnitude. Our model peak value for midnight 
under the conditions of a summer solar minimum sun is 
--1.2 x 108 cm -3, which compares well with the Hays and 
Robie [1973] mid-latitude summer solar maximum pre- 
dawn peak value of 10 8 cm -3. When computed with a solar 
maximum spectrum, the model secondary maximum is 
--25% larger than at solar minimum. The altitude of the 
03 local minimum in the Hays and Roble [1973] data is at 
--75 km, whereas our model local minimum is at --78 km, 
not a serious difference considering the envelope of the 
observational profiles. The Hays and Roble [1973] profiles 
and our model results are in overall agreement between 60 
and 95 km, the altitude range for which these authors 
expected the best retrievals from the satellite data. How- 
ever, below 60 km, the gradient of the 03 profile is a factor 
of 10 smaller than that calculated by most models (includ- 
ing our own) and observed by others (see later section in 
this paper). This is probably reflecting the breakdown in 
the retrieval scheme at low altitudes recognized by Hays 
and Robie [1973]. A major conclusion of theirs is that, in 
the altitude range of their observations, they see little 
change in O3 during the night. The results of the diurnal 
calculations (see Figure 8) are consistent with this, except 
for a narrow altitude range near 80 km where a small night- 
time variation is predicted to occur. 
Later satellite stellar occultation observations of 
mesosphere/lower thermosphere O3 were performed by 
Riegler et al. [1977], this time with the OAO 3 Copernicus. 
Their summer nighttime solar minimum equatorial mea- 
surements how the secondary maximum to be larger (--2.5 
x 10 • cm -3) and higher (97 km) than our mid-latitude 
model values. The value for the density peak can be 
modified by changing environmental conditions (as has 
already been demonstrated in this paper), but the altitude is 
much higher than any of the previously obtained observa- 
tions, including the equatorial results of Hays and Robie 
[1973]. In the lower mesosphere, the Riegler et al. [1977] 
O3 densities are 2-3 times larger than expected from models 
and prior observations and are in direct conflict with the 
results of other techniques obtained close by in space and in 
time (Gille et al., 1980a). However, a large (--6 x 108 
cm -3) and high (93 km) O3 nighttime peak was measured 
recently at high latitudes by Vaughan [19821, using a 
rocket-borne lunar occultafion technique. 
By monitoring 02 (•A•) emission, the Solar Mesosphere 
Explorer (SME) measured O3 to 90 km at 3 P.M. local time 
and only sometimes detected secondary maxima (Thomas 
et al., 1983] as is expected from the model diurnal calcula- 
tions for daytime. In mid-latitudes at winter solstice, Tho- 
mas et al. [1983] find the O3 mixing ratios increasing con- 
finuously to 90 km from a local minimum at --70 km, 
with the 90 km values being --1-1.25 ppmv (7-9 x 107 
era-3). These values are more than a factor of 3 larger than 
our model results for this season. Significant day-to-day 
variability is seen at 90 km [Barth et al., 1983], and their 
explanation concerns variability in the downward transport 
of active-O from the thermosphere. As already discussed in
this paper, transport does affect O3 at the mesopause, but 
temperature fluctuations can also produce similar effects 
(see the next section). However, the high mean values for 
O3 at 90 km observed by the SME in the first 6 months of 
1982 (-- 1 ppmv) and the large secondary maximum mea- 
sured by Vaughan [1982] may be due to a more systematic 
change at the mesopause from the time of the early 1970's. 
There may have been a secular change in the H20 abun- 
dance in the upper mesosphere; mesopause H20 values of 
Drummond and Mutlow [1981] and Bevilacqua et al. 
[1983] are 2-3 times smaller than our model H20 profile 
which was tuned to improve the model fit to the Aladdin 
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74 03 profile. A reduction in the local H20 abundance 
would result in an almost proportionate increase in 0 3 . 
The H20 distribution could change due to a reduction in 
H20 at the stratopause or, as proposed by Bevilacqua et al. 
[1983], the upper mesosphere becoming stagnant leading to 
photolytic depletion of H20 starting lower in the meso- 
sphere than in our current model. So our basic model 
adjusted to match the Aladdin 74 observations may still be 
appropriate for that epoch, but recent observations may 
reflect the degree to which the atmosphere varies naturally, 
the subject of the next section of this paper. 
In the context of the chemistry incorporated in our basic 
model, tested through comparisons with a number of obser- 
vations, we can understand the origin of the 03 secondary 
maximum. The 03 maximum around 85 km results from a 
maximum in the production of 03 (reactions (R13)-(R15)) 
at this altitude, as seen in Figure 3. Above 80 km, 0 3 is a 
tracer for active-O. The concentration of the major form of 
active-O, atomic-O, is decreasing rapidly with decreasing 
altitude (and increasing atmospheric density) (Figure 9). 
The contrasting gradients of atomic-O and atmospheric 
density produce the peak in the production of 03. As dis- 
cussed in Paper I, the long lifetime of atomic-O in the ther- 
mosphere results in downward transport to the mesopause 
where there is a rapid enhancement of the conversion of 
active-O to 02 (Figure 7). The lifetime of active-O has 
become short (Figure 2) without a proportionately increased 
source which would offset •the effect of the extra loss. With 
decreasing altitude to 80 km, the extra reactivity of active-O 
is the result of the increasing OH abundance (Figure 13c), 
which catalyzes the active-O conversion to 02 (Figure 4). 
Thus, ultimately the 03 secondary maximum is tied to the 
presence and photochemistry of H20 at the mesopause. 
The rapid decrease of OH with increasing altitude above 80 
km results from the increasing photolysis ofH20, leading to 
a sharp dropoff in the H20 profile (Figure 14) and the con- 
sequent decrease in active-H production. The active-H pro- 
duced is rapidly convened to H2, from which little active-H 
can be derived (Figure 7). Moreover, the active-H that is 
present is predominantly atomic-H rather than OH. The 
depth of the local minimum at 80 km varies significantly as 
a function of time of day as discussed earlier in this paper. 
The subsequent increase in 03 concentration with decreas- 
ing altitude through the mesosphere results from the 
increasing atmospheric density causing in turn an increase 
in the production of active-O from the photodissociation of 
02 (reactions (R1)-(R2)) and an increase in the ratio of 03 
to atomic-O. Throughout this lower altitude range, the OH 
concentration profile is relatively constant so active-H 
chemistry plays a less important role in affecting the shape 
of the 03 profile. • 
Above the altitude of the local maximum in the 03 den- 
sity in the lower therrnosphere, the 03 concentration pro- 
gressively decreases with increasing altitude, for example, as 
observed in the Aladdin 74 flight (see Figure 11). Althou'•h 
the basic model of this paper is able to reproduce the 03 
profile right above the mesopause, the calculated falloff with 
increasing altitude is very different than what was observed, 
in spite of the fact that the important species affecting the 
03 profile (equation (1)) are properly calculated (see Paper 
I). The difference between our model results and the Alad- 
din 74 observation isa factor o• 2.5-7 at 100 km. In addi- 
tion to the Weeks et al. [1978] Aladdin 74 daylight 
measurement of 0 3 above the secondary maximum, other 
observations of 03 in this altitude range have been made at 
night. The results of the basic model of this paper are 4.7 
x 106 and 4.2 x 103 cm -3 for the 03 densities at 100 and 
110 km, respectively, at midnight. At a different season 
and phase of solar cycle, with variations in environmental 
factors, the model midnight value at 100 km could be 
higher by a factor of 5 and at 110 km higher by a factor of 
50. The measurements of Hays and Roble [1973] of 
between 106 and 107 cm -3 for 0 3 at 100 km c'dn be 
accounted for by the model. However, the Riegler et al. 
[1977] values of 2 x 108 and 2 x 107 cm -3 at 100 and 110 
km, respectively, and the Vaughan [1982] measurement of 
6 x 107 cm -3 at 100 km are not readily explained by our 
current model. One possibility is that the 03 chemistry 
above 95 km may be different from that between 50 and 95 
kin. Further discussion of this point will appear in another 
paper. 
NATURAL VARIABILITY OF OZONE 
To improve the agreement between the 0 3 profile mea- 
sured in the Aladdin 74 program and model results gen- 
erated for the purposes of intercomparison, a number of 
critical parameters were considered and modified within 
reasonable limits: chemical rate constants and the climato- 
logical factors of atmospheric omposition, mass transport 
rates, and temperature field. Along with changing solar 
zenith angle that results in diurnal variations in the 03 
profile, natural fluctuations of environmental parameters 
will result in different 03 distributions being observed. A 
good test of our model description of the 03 chemistry 
would be to explain the natural variability of 03 as reflected 
in the accumulation of 03 measurements, much of which 
have been recently acquired by a variety of sensors in earth 
orbit. 
In Table 3, we present a systematic summary of the sen- 
sitivity of 03 to changes in various atmospheric parameters. 
There is no entry for the 03 perturbation resulting from 
variability in vertical transport because of the difficulty in 
characterizing a change in a simple fashion, but a sense of 
this effect is presented earlier in this paper. The impact of 
the diurnal cycle in solar insolation was discussed from a 
theoretical point of view earlier in this paper; the model 
results will be compared with a number of recently obtained 
observations in the next section. 
Variations in the solar illumination also result from sea- 
sonal changes in the mean solar illumination angle and 
from the 11-year cycle in the spectral output of the sun (the 
spectral changes of the 27-day solar cycle being similar but 
smaller in magnitude, as clearly measured by the Solar 
Mesosphere Explorer [Rottman et al., 1982]). Sensitivity 
tests were run for these two cases and the results are in 
Table 3. 
The reduction in solar illumination from summer to 
winter (mean zenith angle is increased) increases the day- 
time ozone level below 80 km because the photolytic source 
of active-H decreases proportionately more than the photo- 
lytic production of active-O or the photodissociation of 03, 
the ratio of the last two remaining relatively constant (see 
Table 2). Above 80 km, the reduction in photolytic rate 
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constants has the opposite effect; 03 decreases as a conse- 
quence of more H20 at the mesopause and a decreased 
abundance (and downward flux) of atomic-O. These results 
assume that all other parameters, including temperature and 
transport parameters, will not change with season. How- 
ever, at latitude 40*N, the mean December temperature is 
about 10 K less than the mean June value at 50 km alti- 
tude but is --20 K warmer at 80 km (CIRA, 1972). This 
temperature variability enhances the summer to winter 
increase in 03 in the lower mesosphere and can double the 
summer to winter reduction at 80 km (see Table 3). The 
additivity of the effects of variation in illumination and 
temperature is correct only when these changes are referred 
to the same pressure level in both seasons (see later discus- 
sion). 
When the solar zenith angle is constant (fixed season) 
and the solar spectrum is changed from solar minimum to 
solar maximum, the calculations predict minimal change in 
mesospheric 03, but an appreciable increase in 03 at and 
above the mesopause. The altitude trend in the magnitude 
of the variation in summer shown in Table 3 is similar to 
that reported by Garcia et al. [1983]. Brasseur etal. [1983] 
calculate an increase throughout most of the summer meso- 
sphere and also a smaller increase in the lower thermo- 
sphere than in Garcia et al. [1983] or our model. Although 
they are both two-dimensional calculations, Brasseur et al. 
[1983] find 03 decreasing at the winter mesopause while 
Garcia et al. [1983 ] see minimal seasonal effects. Computa- 
tions we have performed using a winter sun support the 
conclusions of Garcia et al. [ 1983 ]. 
The solar minimum to solar maximum increase in 03 at 
the mesopause and in the lower thermosphere is a conse- 
quence of two effects [Garcia et al., 1983; S. Solomon, 
private communication, 1983], tied to the increase in solar 
flux at Lyman a by almost a factor of 2, while at the same 
time solar flux longward of 180 nm changes very little 
[Mount and Rottman, 1981 ]. If the H20 profile in the cal- 
culations were to be fixed, the increased photolysis of H20 
at Lyreart a would result in less 03. But the photolytic life- 
time of H20 is comparable to the time scale for replenish- 
ment by upward transport at and above the mesopause such 
that over the course of the 11-year solar cycle (or the 27- 
day cycle) the H20 abundance will change, becoming lower 
at solar maximum as illustrated in Figure 5b of Paper I. In 
addition, at solar maximum, 02 photodissociation and the 
downward flux of atomic-O increases. Because the atmo- 
sphere is optically thick at the Lyman a wavelength below 
the mesopause, the model predicts little change in the 03 
profile below 80 km over the course of either solar cycle. 
These conclusions are contrary to some earlier model calcu- 
lations of the solar cycle effects on mesospheric 03. The 
1 l-year solar cycle computations of DeBaets et al. [1981] 
show large decreases in 03 above 70 km at solar maximum. 
This result is probably because the H20 profile was held 
constant for the comparison, although this detail is not 
addressed in the paper. Similarly, the 27-day solar cycle 
model calculations of Frederick [1977] show large negative 
changes in 03 above ---65 km at the maximum of Lyman a 
emission. In this case, Frederick [1977] deafly states that 
the H20 profile was left unchanged. Since the time scales 
for photolysis of H20 and eddy diffusion transport are less 
than or about a few days below 100 km (see Figure 1 in 
Paper I), actually not much change in 03 should be 
expected during the course of a 27-day cycle. To examine 
this point further, we did a 14-day calculation (diurnally 
averaged radiation field) using a solar maximum spectrum 
but starting at the basic model 03 profile for solar 
minimum illumination. Minimal change (•<1%) occurred 
below 80 km, but above there were increases in 03 of 8% at 
84 km, 28% at 90 km, and 16% at 100 km. Since' the 
actual variation in the solar spectrum over a 27-day cycle is 
less than over the 11-year cycle, such changes in 03 in a 
14-day period would not be expected, but the trend is sug- 
gestive. 
The sensitivity of the 03 profile to the local values of 
H20 and temperature has already been discussed at several 
points in this paper. The distribution of H20 above the stra- 
topause is very dependent on the upward transport from the 
stratosphere as represented in our model computations by 
the 40 km (lower) boundary condition entered for the H20 
mixing ratio. Table 3 shows the consequences of the 
different values used in our calculations. To enhance the 
ability of the calculations to reproduce the Aladdin 74 
observations, the adopted temperature field was increased 
by 20 K. The effect of such a change is also summarized in 
Table 3. The enhanced sensitivity to variation in tempera- 
ture at the stratopause and in the lower thermosphere is due 
to the increased importance of O + 03 (reaction (R16)) to 
the loss of 03 at these altitudes. Among the reactions to 
which 03 is most sensitive, the activation energy of (R16) is 
one of the largest. The change in 03 due to temperature 
fluctuations at a given altitude actually will be somewhat 
different from the values reported in Table 3 because at a 
specific altitude temperature and pressure are inversely 
correlated, leading to changes in photolytic rate constants. 
However, in the calculations reported in Table 3, the den- 
sity profile has been held constant so that the indicated 
degree of variation roughly represents the sensitivity at the 
pressure associated with the stated altitude in the basic 
model. Measurements of the response of 03 to temperature 
changes have been derived from an intercomparison of near 
simultaneous NIMBUS 4 observations of temperature and 
ozone abundance at the same pressure level and solar 
illumination angle (and therefore relatively unvarying pho- 
tolytic rates) yielding the relation that d(ln[O3])/d(1/T) = 
1000-1200 K at 0.9 mbar (---50 km, 45øS, September 5, 
1970) [Barnett et al., 1975]. Also with data from NIMBUS 
4, an analysis of temperature and ozone variations at the 
stratopause at 60øN over a 12 month period in 1970-1971 
yields an 03 temperature sensitivity of 1062 K [Krueger et 
al., 1980]. In our model, the sensitivity at 50 km (constant 
density) to temperature fluctuations occurring on time 
scales less than •-12 hours shows a covariance of •-1120 K. 
If all species, including long-lived ones such as H20, are 
allowed to relax to steady state with varying temperatures, 
the covariance increases to 1300 K. 
Tuned for the circumstances of the Aladdin 74 measure- 
merits, our model results can also be compared with a larger 
group of mid-latitude 03 observations if the variability of 
solar insolation and climatological parameters (Table 3) is 
kept in mind. Indeed, the variety of conditions under 
which the available measurements have been made can be 
used to check the predictions of our model. The discussion 
of model results and 03 observations at the mesopause is 
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presented elsewhere in this paper. However, most 
measurements have been of the lower mesosphere, which is 
fortuitous for the purposes of this comparison since solar 
cycle effects are expected to be minimal and the daytime 
variability due to changing solar zenith angle is only --13% 
at 50 km, 25% at 60 km, increasing to 41% at 70 km in our 
model. The variability of seasonally changing illumination 
and local H20 abundance potentially can add variance from 
model predictions (see Table 3) of 16% at 50 km, 18% at 60 
kin, increasing to 46% at 70 km. The exact value of the 
local temperature is the parameter in the lower mesosphere 
that can have the biggest impact on the observed value of 
03, adding a potential variability factor of 34% at 50 km, 
22% at 60 km, and 26% at 70 km for a20 Kchangein 
temperature. 
Since the temperature profile of our basic model has 
been modified to improve the agreement with observations 
at a particular epoch, it is best to compare model computa- 
tions utilizing a standard temperature profile with the larger 
set of published mid-latitude measurements (with the focus 
on northern hemisphere data obtained since 1971). As all 
model and observational profiles smoothly decrease from 
the stratopause to 70 km, selected altitudes can reliably 
represent more detailed profiles. Resulting from a calcula- 
tion using the temperature profiles of Paper I, the diurnally 
averaged (approximately mean daylight) solar minimum 
mid-latitude summer O3 values are 3.4 ppmv (8.0 x 102ø 
cm -3) at 50 km, 2.1 ppmv (2.7 x 102ø cm -3) at 55 kin, 1.3 
ppmv (9.1 • 109 cm -3) at 60 km, 0.78 ppmv (3.1 • 109 
cm -3) at 65 km, and 0.39 ppmv (7.9 x 108 cm -3) at 70 km. 
Krueger and Minzner [1976] determined a mean ozone 
profile, nominally for 45øN latitude, by averaging the results 
of a variety of measurement echniques (balloon-, rocket-, 
and satellite-borne sensors) to obtain annual mean daylight 
values of 3.1 (ñ 17%) ppmv at 50 km, 1.1 (ñ 34%) ppmv at 
60 km, and 0.31 (ñ57%) ppmv at 70 km, which are in very 
good agreement with our model results. It is interesting to 
note the increase in the uncertainty in the mean value with 
increasing altitude, varying as expected if just diurnal 
changes are considered. Most relevant for comparison with 
our model tuned for the epoch of Aladdin 74 are the mid- 
latitude summer measurements obtained by several satellite 
experiments the next summer (July 1975) when the solar 
activity was still at a minimum. The NIMBUS 6 LRIR 
instrument measured daytime 03 values for 38øN of--3.3 
ppmv at 50 km and -•1.5 ppmv at 60 km [Gille, 1980; 
Gille et al., 1980c). Mid-latitude 03 values from the OSO 8 
ultraviolet solar occultation (sunset) experiment obtained 
during the same time period are ---2-2.2 x 1020 cm -3 at 55 
km, •8.5 • 1020 cm -3 at 60 km, and ---2.5 x 109 cm -3 at 
65 km. Ogawa and Watanabe [1981] report 03 densities 
for late summer at 3 IøN acquired during a 9 year (1970- 
1979) series of rocket ultraviolet solar absorption measure- 
ments; the mean values are -•7 x 102ø cm -3 at 50 km, ---8 
x 109 cm -3 at 60 km, and ---8 x 108 cm -3 cm at 70 km. 
The agreement between the model results and observational 
values is very good, considering that most of these observa- 
tions have measurement uncertainties of at least 10%. 
During late fall 1979 (solar maximum), two series of 
rocket-borne solar and lunar ultraviolet absorption experi- 
ments were carried out to determine detailed vertical 03 
profiles at different times of the day. The Lean [1982] 
series was launched at 38øN latitude over a 2-week period. 
At a more northerly latitude a few weeks earlier, Vaughan 
[1982] had several flights in a 24-hour period. A discussion 
of the diurnal variability observed by these experiments is 
saved for the next section; at this point we will compare the 
model results with representative points on the vertical 
profiles. The Lean [1982] noontime value for 03 at 50 km 
was •5.5 x 102ø cm -3, and the sunset (;• - 87') values were 
•6 x 102ø cm -3 at 50 km, •6 x 109 cm -3 at 60 km, and 
•2.5 x 108 cm -3 (ñ50%) at 70 km. The midmorning 
values (X - 70 ø) observed by Vaughan [1982] were 6 x 102ø 
cm -3 at 50 km and 6 x 109 cm -3 at 60 km. The 
corresponding values of our model, calculated with a solar 
maximum sun at equinox at 34øN latitude and a March 1 
background atmosphere (see next section) are at 9 A.M. 
- 64 ø) 7.1 x 102ø cm -3 (50 km) and 7.5 x 109 cm -3 (60 
km), at noon 6.4 x 102ø cm -3 (50 km), and at sunset (X - 
88 ø) 7.3 x 102ø cm -3 (50 km), 7.8 x 109 cm -3 (60 km), and 
3.2 • 108 cm -3 (70 km). Our computations are systemati- 
cally 15-20% larger than the late fall observations. How- 
ever, this can be explained by seasonal differences in the 
background atmosphere (the pressure at a given altitude in 
fall is lower than in spring, resulting in larger photolyric rate 
constants and slower three-body reactions) which result in 
spring 03 values being larger than fall values by about 20% 
in both model calculations and observations [Prather, 
1981]. 
Observations by the Solar Mesosphere Explorer (SME) 
satellite of scattered solar ultraviolet [Rusch et al., 1983a] 
and infrared airglow [Thomas et al., 1983] during the first 
winter of the recent onset of low solar activity find values 
for mid-latitude 03 in the afternoon (local time) of---3 
ppmv at 50 km, -•0.8 ppmv at 60 km, and -•0.25 ppmv at 
70 km. The results of our model run with a winter sun (set 
to the epoch of the Anderson et al. [1980] flight) and a 
January 1 background atmosphere (CIRA, 1972) are 2.8 
ppmv at 50 km, 1.1 ppmv at 60 km, and 0.28 ppmv at 70 
km, in good agreement with the observations considering 
the measurement uncertainties and the degree of variability 
in the observations [Barth et al., 1983]. 
Systematic changes in 03 due to seasonal variability of 
key climatological parameters are implicit in the differences 
in the 03 profiles (models and observations) for the different 
seasons just discussed. Using data from different experi- 
ments to determine secular variations will probably intro- 
duce errors due to systematic differences between the exper- 
iments, so the following discussion will emphasize com- 
parison with single instrument data sets. As discussed by 
Prather [1981 ], model seasonal trends must be referred to a 
constant pressure or altitude, whichever is appropriate for 
the comparison observational data set, since the results in 
the two cases are different. In agreement with his model 
computations, we find that, upon using the appropriate 
background model atmosphere and solar illumination, at a 
specific altitude the 03 density in winter is 25-45% less (03 
mixing ratio 15-30% less) than in summer, between 50 and 
90 km. On the other hand, at a constant pressure level (to 
which the constant density calculations reported in Table 3 
are very similar) there is a summer to winter increase of 
28% near 1 mbar,---20% increase near 0.1 mbar (where 
there is little seasonal temperature variation), and a 73% 
decrease near 0.001 mbar. Intercomparisons of rocket mea- 
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surements reveal seasonal variations usually at a given alti- 
tude. The summer to winter decrease in the lower meso- 
sphere calculated in our model and that of Prather [1981] is 
seen in the ROCOZ (rocket ozone project) results at 38øN 
from 1976 to 1979 [Wright et al., 1978; Krueger and 
Wright, 1979]. On the other hand, Ogawa and Watanabe 
[1981] find at 60 and 70 km at 31øN latitude a summer to 
winter increase of a factor of 2, which is not supported by 
the observations of others nor can it be reproduced by any 
current model. Satellite experiments often measure 03 rela- 
tive to pressure. At 1 mbar at mid-latitudes, the NIMBUS 
4 BUV data acquired over a 2-year period (1970-1972) and 
the NIMBUS 7 SBUV data obtained in 1978 and 1979 
show a 40% increase in winter 03 values [McPeters, 1980; 
Frederick et al., 1983 ]. 
Probably the most detailed measurements of seasonal 
changes in 03 come from the SME satellite program [Barth 
et al., 1983]. Obtained continuously during the first 6 
months of 1982, the SME results for 03 at 48 km at mid- 
latitudes clearly show an inverse correlation between the 03 
abundance and seasonal variation in temperature [Barth et 
al., 1983] which was measured simultaneously [Rusch et al., 
1983b]. At 48 km, the summer to winter increase in 03 is 
-- 17% in both hemispheres, while at 64 km the SME mea- 
sures a summer to winter decrease of --33% in the northern 
hemisphere and --8% in the southern hemisphere and at 90 
km a decrease in the mean seasonal value of <• 18% in both 
hemispheres [Barth et al., 1983]. The exact magnitude of 
these changes depends on whether the variation refers to a 
constant altitude surface, as was the case just quoted, or a 
constant pressure surface, as seen in the 40øS results of Tho- 
mas et al. [1983] where the summer to winter increase is 
40% at 1 mbar (--48 km) (cf. BUV/SBUV results) and 20% 
at 0.1 mbar (--64 km) and a decrease of---20% at 0.001 
mbar (--90 km). Acquired with a different instrument on 
the SME, the results of Rusch et al. [1983a] show little sea- 
sonal change at 0.1 mbar at 45øS latitude. 
Except for two instances, the various observations of sea- 
sonal trends in 03 in the lower mesosphere are in reason- 
ably good agreement with each other and with models. As 
discussed before, the Ogawa and Watanabe [1981] mea- 
surements cannot be explained. The SME results at 48 km 
(constant altitude) showing a summer to winter increase 
[Barth et al., 1983] are not consistent with other observa- 
tions and model calculations referred to a constant altitude. 
The difference could result from small errors in determining 
the SME altitude scale. However, in the lower thermo- 
sphere (90 km), the SME-measured summer to winter 03 
decrease [Barth et al., 1983; Thomas et al., 1983] is 
significantly smaller than in the model. One factor that has 
not been included in the model estimates of seasonal varia- 
tion is the possibility of systematic hanges in atmospheric 
motion. Either as the result of summer to winter hemi- 
spheric transport [Garcia and Solomon, 1983] or as a 
consequence of seasonal variation in eddy diffusion 
[Lindzen, 1981 ], the upward flow of H20 to the mesopause 
may be enhanced in summer relative to the winter, dimin- 
ishing the contrast in mesopause H20 values (that occur 
due to seasonal changes in solar zenith angle) and the con- 
sequent variation in 03. The interhemisphere motions will 
enhance the downward transport of atomic O from the 
thermosphere in the winter and thereby contribute to higher 
03 values at the mesopause and in the lower thermosphere 
than our current model would produce. 
The model prediction of little systematic variation in 03 
in the lower mesosphere due to solar cycle effects is con- 
sistent with several different observations. The 9 years of 
rocket measurements accumulated by Ogawa and 
Watanabe [1981] show no variation correlated with the 
phase of the solar cycle. Indeed, the mid-latitude winter 
measurements obtained by OGO 4 during an earlier period 
of heightened solar activity (late 1960's) [London et al., 
1977; Clayson et al., 1981] and the results obtained during 
the most recent time of maximum solar output [Remsberg 
et al., 1981; Sundararamen et al., 1981; WMO, 1981 ] are 
in good agreement with the measured solar minimum 
winter values quoted earlier. Again, one must keep in mind 
the potential for error when making comparisons between 
data acquired by different experiments. 
DIURNAL VARIATION OF OZONE 
Earlier in this paper the chemical interactions resulting in 
the diurnal variation of ozone in the mesosphere and lower 
thermosphere were discussed and the results of the basic 
model illustrated in Figure 8. This diurnal variation can 
play an important role in upper atmospheric phenomena. 
The magnitude of the variation is diagnostic of key 
processes affecting the ozone distribution. Therefore, a 
detailed comparison between models and observations of 
the diurnal variation is an additional and important test of 
our theoretical picture of ozone chemistry. 
The Aladdin 74 observations, the measurements for 
which the diurnal results of the basic model are most 
appropriate, yield only a little information concerning diur- 
nal changes, daylight values in post-dawn and afternoon 
periods. The chemiluminescent sonde data sets obtained 
during these two time periods show few differences between 
50 and 60 km, consistent with the daytime model results. 
In Figure 4 of Weeks et al. [1978], the ultraviolet absorp- 
tion data obtained in early morning are compared with the 
afternoon data of the airglow photometer between 74 and 
84 km. Both measured 03 profiles show structure, but, 
given the indicated error bars, the reality of any of the 
features and of any diurnal variatioris is not clear. Our 
diurnal calculation (see Figure 8) predicts that the local 
minimum in 03 in the mesopause should be enhanced in 
the post-dawn period compared with late afternoon, but the 
Aladdin 74 data is not sufficiently precise to check this 
theoretical result. 
The NIMBUS 6 LRIR experiment had the ability to 
observe O3 during both day and night and preliminary anal- 
yses [Gille et al., 1980b] showed a day-to-night increase of 
--20(+ 10)% in the altitude range 56-66 km, but little diur- 
nal change at 50 km, similar to what is predicted by our 
model. In a more refined investigation employing LRiR 
measurements, Anderson et al. [1981 ] obtained an inter- 
nally consistent set of data for O3 at 50øS latitude on 
December 19-21, 1975. Being from the solar minimum 
period and at the southern hemisphere summer solstice, 
these observational results are directly comparable with the 
model calculations hown in Figure 8. At 50 km, Anderson 
et al. [1981] report O3 night (g .• 97 ø) to day (g - 35 ø) 
ratios of 1.1 at 50 km increasing to 2-3 at 67 km (the 
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Fig. 16. The diurnal variation of O 3 calculated for a near-spring 
equinox sun at solar maximum at 34øN latitude. Results arc shown 
for altitudes 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, and 110 km. The concentra- 
tion of H20 at 40 km is 7 ppmv (solid and dashed lines) or 10 
ppmv (dotted and dash-dotted lines). In the latter case, k30 - 0 to 
maximize the abundance of activc-H species near the mcsopause. 
operational ceiling of the LRIR instrument). For similar 
zenith angles, our corresponding model values are 1.1 at 50 
km and 3.2 at 67 km. 
Most useful for detecting the diurnal changes of 03 are 
sets of data obtained by the same measurement technique, 
preferably the same instrument, covering the whole meso- 
sphere and/or including many points in the diurnal cycle. 
Appreciating the importance of doing such measurements, a 
number of groups have recently reported the results of 
experiments that satisfy the aforementioned criterion. Since 
all of this observational work was conducted during the 
recent solar maximum time period, we performed diurnal 
calculations for conditions of solar maximum flux [Mount 
and Rottman, 1981 ], close to spring equinox at 34øN lati- 
tude, using a 30øN March 1 model atmosphere (tempera- 
ture, total density, N2 density versus altitude) from CIRA 
(1972) and an appropriate thermospheric model from Jac- 
chia [1977]. The kinetic rate constants, 40 km H20 boun- 
dary condition of 7 ppmv, and eddy diffusion coefficients of 
the basic model were also used in these computations. We 
show in Figure 16 the equinox model 03 concentrations for 
a 24-hour period. The results of a calculation with similar 
solar illumination have been reported by Rusch and Liu 
[1981] and are roughly similar to Figure 16. As might be 
expected from a combination of different seasonal solar 
illumination and model atmosphere parameters (see Table 
3), the noontime 03 densities of this equinox model are 
within ñ20% of our basic model results below 70 km, in 
which altitude range solar cycle effects are not significant. 
The 03 measurements reported by Lean [1982] are a 
compilation of rocket results acquired over a 2-week period, 
October-November 1979 at 38øN latitude. Since these 
flights occurred at different local times (one of them at 
night [Lean, 1983]), taken together the results can provide a 
picture of the diurnal variation of 03. Lean [ 1982] adjusts 
the new 03 values to account for probable environmental 
changes occurring over the 2-week period that would affect 
the 03 measurements. The observational results for the 
change from night (0527 LST) to day (*-noon local time) 
are-12% (50 kin), -45% (60 km), and-84% (70 km), the 
equinox model results being very similar (-15, -45, -83%, 
respectively). The 03 values were also observed to decrease 
from midmorning to early-afternoon by about 10-15% at 50 
and 60 km, model results again being similar. Interestingly, 
the sunset observations in the mesosphere are less than the 
nighttime values because the altitude range is still well 
illuminated. 
The Vaughan [1982] rocket measurements of 03 diurnal 
variation come from flights that all occurred within a 24 
hour period (night: 0200 LST, dawn: 0600 LST, morning: 
0930 LST). The background atmosphere is not expected to 
have changed as much as occurred in the Lean [1982] 
rocket series. Since the rocket launches were at 57øN in 
early October of 1979, the solar insolation will be similar to 
or even a little less than the equinox model with which the 
observations will be compared. Little diurnal variation was 
observed below 54 km. Above that altitude, there was an 
observed decrease from night to morning of *-39% at 60 
km, the model predicting a 42% decrease. From nighttime 
to dawn (Z - 95.5') Vaughan [1982] observed a factor of 
10 decrease in 03 at 70 km and a similar decrease above 80 
km. The model does not show such changes over a similar 
time span. Since the 2 A.M. flight also observed an unusu- 
ally large secondary maximum, the data from this particular 
flight may conceivably be erroneous or conditions were 
such as to invalidate the comparison with our equinox 
model. 
Resulting from ground-based radio observations of 
atmospheric ozone emission, the diurnal 03 measurements 
of Wilson and Schwartz [1981] have poor spatial resolu- 
tion. However, these observations present he most detailed 
picture of the temporal variation of ozone yet published 
since data were obtained continuously throughout several 
full diurnal cycles. Wilson and Schwartz [1981] present 
their data in three different ways. In each case there may 
be errors due to the difficulties inherent in accurately 
measuring radio emission and interpreting such data in 
terms of vertical distribution. In Figure 2 of Wilson and 
Schwartz [1981 ], vertical profiles for 03 for noon and mid- 
night derived from their data are shown. They find very lit- 
fie difference between day and night values (within their 
error bars of ñ70%) below 60 km, consistent with model 
calculations. The night-to-day ratio increases above 60 km 
to very large values. These 03 distributions are derived 
from the observed emission spectra shown in their Figure 1 
where it is seen that the area of the central channel, sensi- 
tive to the total 03 column above 70 km, increases from 
noon to midnight by a factor of 10 3. On the other hand, 
contradicting this result are the data plotted in their Figure 
4 which, averaged over a 10-day period, are the brightness 
temperature differences between their observing channels, 
each difference pairing being sensitive to the 03 column in 
somewhat different altitude ranges above the stratopause. 
The results shown in their Figure 4 display only a 150% 
increase in column 03 above --70 km compared with the 
10 3 increase of their Figures 1 and 2. The observations 
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presented in their Figures I and 2 are only from one partic- 
ular day, so the mean behavior may be better represented 
by the average results in their Figure 4. Their Figures 1 and 
2 further may be considered to have large errors because the 
results of other diurnal measurements (and model calcula- 
tions) already discussed in our paper show changes of a fac- 
tor of 10 or less. The 03 profries shown in their Figure 2 
retrieved from their Figure 1 may also be in error in that 
the mixing ratio at 50 km is •-1 ppmv and at 60 km 0.2 
ppmv, significantly lower than the range of 03 values mea- 
sured in the lower mesosphere by a variety of techniques, 
all of which are very close to each other independent of a 
variety of fluctuations in environmental factors. 
It seems that the results in Figure 4 of Wilson and 
Schwartz [1981 ], which are an average of 10 days of obser- 
vation, hold the most promise for containing useful infor- 
mation, with which model computations can be compared. 
The solar illumination adopted for the equinox model cal- 
culation (the diurnal results appearing in our Figure 16) was 
spedfically chosen to simulate the circumstances of these 
radio observations. Since the Wilson and Schwartz [1981] 
Figure 4 results are each convolutions over several scale 
heights, we smoothed our model values by the difference 
weighting functions in Figure 3 of Wilson and Schwartz 
[1981] to generate comparable diurnal profiles. The results 
of the model smoothing and the observed brightness tem- 
perature differences were each normalized to the minimum 
point of the 24-hour period and are presented as the percen- 
tage increase above the minimum point in Figure 17. Fig- 
ure 5 of Wilson and Schwartz [1981] is a temporally 
smoothed version of their data shown in Figure 17. The 
convolved diurnal variations for 48-68 km and 58-76 km 
are similar in the model and observations (within the noise 
limits). However, the convolved model variation for 76- 
114 km needs to be reduced by a factor of 4 in order to 
match the measurements. Why the observational result for 
the highest altitude range could be in error by as much as a 
factor of 4 is as follows. The minimum value for the 
brightness temperature difference is only 1% of the observed 
signals being differenced. Considering the noise in the 
recorded spectra as represented by the noise in the bright- 
ness temperature differences hown in Figure 4 of Wilson 
and Schwartz [1981 ], one cannot exclude the possibility of 
an unremoved nonlinear baseline that varied by >• 1% per 
channel (W. Wilson, private communication, 1982). This 
would introduce errors in the night-to-day variation as plot- 
ted in Figure 17, the largest error occurring in the 76-114 
km calculation where the differences are smallest. Further- 
more, our calculations for 03 at the mesopause earlier in 
this paper have been shown to be consistent with other 
observations. 
It is interesting to note from the structure in the 
smoothed model diurnal variabilities (Figure 17) that in 
each case the altitude to which the convolved profile is most 
sensitive is not the one at the peak of the weighting func- 
tion (such would be the case only if 03 were uniformly dis- 
tributed in altitude). The 76-114 km smoothed profile 
clearly shows the structure of 03 variability in a narrow 
range at the mesopause, far below the peak of the weighting 
function. 
When the 76-114 model convolution is reduced by a fac- 
tor of 4, the observed variability in 03 is reproduced by the 
model. In particular, the model shows a night-to-day 
decrease an hour before ground sunrise as a result of the 
sphericity of the terrestrial atmosphere. Both the symmetry 
around noon in daylight O3 values in the lower mesosphere 
and the asymmetry in the upper mesosphere as seen in the 
radio data are reproduced by the model calculations. When 
appropriately scaled to match the gross night-to-day varia- 
tion, the smoothed model result for 76-114 km shows that 
some structure due to the unusual mesopause variability 
(see Figure 16) is not washed out but is comparable to the 
noise level of the observational results. Thus, an observa- 
tional measurement sensitive nough to prove or disprove 
the existence of this temporal structure predicted by a 
number of models, including our own, does not yet exist. 
The observations available to date are fairly well repro- 
duced by model calculations. It is clear that the diurnal 
variability of 03 will change with differences in key environ- 
mental factors. A comparison of Figures 8 and 16 shows 
that the varying length of day due to changing season will 
result in very dissimilar diurnal profiles. Another factor 
explored by M. Prather (private communication, 1980) and 
Vaughan [1982] is the impact of different amounts of active 
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Fig 17. The results of •c c•culations deeded in Figure 16 smoothed by the weirdrig fun•ons •splaycd in Fibre 
3 of •ilson and Schwanz [1981]. The •d •nc is the ? ppmv m•el and the •hcd •nc is the 10 ppmv m•cl. 
•c do• •n• •c the mc•ur• bd•tnc• tcm•mturc •ffcren•s from Figure 4 of •ilson and Schwartz [1981]. In 
•c • of •c 76-114 km convoluQon (c), the m•cl v•ues •c r•u•d by a factor of 4 (•c text). 
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hydrogen (as controlled by the H20 abundance). We per- 
formed an equinox diurnal calculation which maximized 
active-H by increasing the H20 boundary condition at 40 
km to 10 ppmv and diminishing the active-H to inactive-H 
conversion by setting the rate constant for (R30) (H + HO2 
"" H2 + 02) to zero. The resulting diurnal profiles are 
shown in Figure 16 and the smoothed profiles (as in Wilson 
and Schwartz [1981 ]) are displayed in Figure 17. The 
difference in the O3 diurnal variability due to different 
amounts of active-H that we have calculated is qualitatively 
similar to the previously published calculations of others. 
Given the signal-to-noise of the data, the Wilson and 
Schwartz [1981] measurements were not sensitive to the 
precise H20 profile at the time of the observations. 
COMPARISON WITH OTHER MODELS 
Since the models of ozone in the mesosphere and lower 
thermosphere that have been published within the past 10 
years all have the same important reactions, variability in 
the results must arise from differences in computational 
techniques, solar illumination calculations, rate constants, 
and/or environmental parameters. A survey of this earlier 
theoretical work in light of our current model will further 
illustrate the sensitivity of our results to the approach and 
parameters we have adopted. A comparison of results at 
certain specific altitudes should be most instructive. At 50 
km, there is little variation due to diurnal or solar cycle 
changes in the solar illumination and only a weak sensi- 
tivity to different values adopted for H20 at the stratopause. 
The situation is similar at 60 km, except for the slight diur- 
nal variation between day and night. Thus, variability in 
the model results for the lower mesosphere will be a conse- 
quence mostly of different rate constants being used. On 
the other hand, the results of the different models at the 
secondary maximum near 80 km will be interesting to com- 
pare since O3 at this altitude is very reflective of climatolog- 
ical variables used in the computations in addition to the 
adopted rate constants. One point that simplifies the inter- 
comparison is that the O3 values at noon and midnight at 
80 km are very similar, although the values at other times 
are very different. A set of parameters not frequently 
reported is the adopted atmospheric temperature profile. 
While use of different standard atmospheres might result in 
changes in the O3 calculations of as much as 50%, we will 
discuss in this section possible sources of differences 
between models of greater than 100%. 
Hunt [1971, 1973] demonstrated the impact on the 
ozone profile due to the presence of mesospheric water. His 
ozone densities are systematically a factor of 2-4 larger than 
later calculations, but it is impossible to identify a single 
cause of this difference because all of his key rate constants 
are different from ours. For one thing, his lower boundary 
condition (at 60 km) for H20 is 5 ppmv, whereas our H20 
mixing ratio at the same altitude is ---7 ppmv. The drier 
mesosphere will result in increased 03 (up to 40%, see Table 
3) at all altitude levels. Moreover, because of the adopted 
rate constants, the key active-H species for catalytic destruc- 
tion of active-O, OH, is significantly less in Hunt [1971, 
1973] than in our basic model, also causing an increase in 
active-O. The rate constant for three-body recombination 
forming O3 is also larger in the aforementioned work. 
Differences in the computation of the photolytic rate con- 
stants enhance the 03. 
The results of Thomas and Bowman [1972] are well 
suited for comparison with our calculations since theirs is 
explicitly a mid-latitude model. Their mesosphere is rather 
dry (•3 ppmv at 60 km). However, the reported 03 densi- 
ties at 60 km are surprisingly similar to ours, and the meso- 
pause secondary maximum is smaller than our value, con- 
trary to what is expected. Their 03 can be understood as 
resulting from the fact that the increased efficiency of 
three-body O3 formation, low local H20, and, at 60 km, a 
larger value for the ratio of key photolyric rate constants 
(Jl+2]J3+4J•/•) are offset by a smaller value for the ratio of 
key kinetic rate constants [(k23/k17kl$)l/2]. At the secon- 
dary maximum, near 80 km, both the photolytic rate con- 
stant ratio (J12+2/J3+4Js+6) and the kinetic rate constant ratio 
(k•o/klsk•.s) are lower, thus explaining the reduced 03. In 
general, the critical rate constants are factors of 2-5 different 
from what we are using, sometimes larger, sometimes 
smaller, necessitating the approach of comparing the two 
models using the simptitled analytical expressions. 
The Whitten and Turco [1974] and Koshelev [1976] 
models are very similar in choice of rate constants. The 03 
densities in both papers are larger than our values by factors 
of 2-10. This is true at the mesopause where the develop- 
ment of the secondary maximum is slight and, depending 
on the choice of the eddy diffusion profile, occurs above 90 
kin. The high 03 profile is the result of a significant mini- 
mization of active-H destruction of active-O resulting from 
a very fast value for OH + HO2 (k23 • 2 x 10 -•ø cm-3; 2.3 
times larger than our k23) conversion of active-H back to 
inactive-H. The OH concentration is further suppressed by 
extra slow cycling from HO2 to OH via the reaction O + 
HO2 (kl8 • 1 x 10 -• cm -3 s-l; 6 times smaller than our 
value). 
The model of' Moreels et al. [1977] uses rate constants 
more similar to ours and also has an abundance of' H•O at 
50 km (6 ppmv) close to the value we have. Although 
there are some differences in rate constant values, at 50 km 
the ratios of' the important rate constants are very similar to 
our ratios such that their calculated Oa concentration is in 
good agreement with our value. Although their Oa secon- 
dary maximum is at about the same altitude as in our 
model, it is about a factor of' 3 larger. This may be most 
directly due to a mesopause H•O concentration 4 times 
smaller than ours, resulting from a combination of' different 
eddy diffusive transport and the HzO photolysis rate con- 
s•ants they report being larger than our values. 
With the top boundary near 80 kin, Logan et aL [1978] 
and Prather [1981] cannot properly calculate Oa at the 
mesopause, thus explaining why no structure is seen in the 
Oa profiles near 80 kin. With rate constants close to what 
we have employed, their models yield Oa profiles in the 
lower mesosphere in very good agreement with our results. 
In both cases, the abundance of' H•O in the lower meso- 
sphere is •5 ppmv. 
Although of recent vintage, the Keneshea et al. [1979] 
model uses older values for the key rate constants compared 
with other contemporary models and our own work. 
Active-H is suppressed by a fast value for OH + HO2 and a 
particularly slow value for O + HO2, coupled with a drier 
lower mesosphere of--4 ppmv. This can explain their 
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values for 03 in the lower mesosphere being larger than 
ours by factors of 1.5-3. By 80 km, the Keneshea et al. 
[1979] profile is very similar to our own (magnitude and 
altitude of secondary maximum); the values of the rate con- 
stants of particular importance at the mesopause are closer 
to what we have. However, no details are presented in that 
paper concerning the photolyric rate constant values, so 
further intercomparison is not possible. 
Computed 03 densities larger than ours occur in the 
recent models of Crutzen and Solomon [1980] at 80 km 
and of Wang et al. [1981] throughout he mesosphere. In 
the former work, the use of the Hack et al. [1978, 1979] 
branching ratios for H + HO2 (our (R30)-(R32)), would 
contribute to this result by depleting active-H at the meso- 
pause more than would occur with the current rate constant 
values. In the latter paper, a slow value for O + HO2 (our 
k •8) is used, which would tend to produce an 03 increase. 
The multidimensional model of Garcia and Solomon 
[1983] is a contemporary of our own work. They present a 
mid-latitude annual average for the 03 vertical profile. In 
this case we would expect from Table 3 that their lower 
mesosphere 03 would be somewhat higher than ours, but 
actually it is lower by 20%. Their mesopause 03 shows 
more structure than our own. However, from the experi- 
ence of fitting a particular measured 03 profile, we know 
that small variations in the rate constants adopted would 
result in the profile of Garcia and Solomon [1983]. The 
values of key climatological variables -- H20, temperature, 
transport- play a significant role in determining the 03 
profile so that differences in these variables will also intro- 
duce differences between the results of different models 
when compared in as much detail as we have done in this 
section. A recent application of the Garcia and Solomon 
[1983] model involves a comparison between photochemi- 
cal calculations and the vertical distribution of 03 as mea- 
sured from 50 to 95 km by the SME [Solomon et al., 
1983]. The model results are systematically lower than the 
observations throughout this altitude range. Their results 
better fit the mesopause measurements than do ours, but 
this probably arises from their adoption of a drier meso- 
sphere. Both models could easily match the upper meso- 
sphere SME results if reduced H20 abundances on the 
order of the Bevilacqua et al. [1983] profile were adopted, a 
point Solomon et al. [1983] also mention. The Solomon et 
al. [1983] calculations fit the SME results least well in the 
lower mesosphere, while our model results for the appropri- 
ate circumstances of the observations fall a little on the high 
side in this altitude range. They propose one solution to 
the deficiency that involves modifying the photolysis rates. 
Interestingly, the adoption of our photodissociation rate 
constants would result in an increase in their calculated 
results (S. Solomon, private communication, 1983), the 
differences between the models arising from the use of 
different radiative transfer parametrizations in the 
wavelength range dominated by the complex Schumann- 
Runge bands of 02 (our techniques discussed in Paper I and 
Allen and Frederick [1982]). This is a dear demonstration 
of the sensitivity of model conclusions to the exact details 
of the computations. 
During the past decade, modeling techniques have been 
refined and rate constant values standardized. In this sec- 
tion, we have considered our model in light of its predeces- 
sors. Differences between the earlier work and the results 
presented in this paper can be attributed to the adoption of 
different values for the important parameters, rather than 
any inconsistencies in the chemical model itself. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A sizeable body of mid-latitude mesosphere/lower ther- 
toosphere ozone measurements has been acquired within 
the last 15 years by a wide range of observing techniques. 
We attempt in this paper to provide a theoretical under- 
standing of the variety of phenomena illustrated by these 
sets of data. We are aided in this analysis by simple analyt- 
ical expressions that can well describe the ozone abundances 
over much of the day at the various altitude levels. Particu- 
lar attention is paid to the detailed ozone profile from the 
Aladdin 74 rocket flights, which we found to be reproduced 
by model calculations when adjustments are made to key 
parameters within the range of their known uncertainty. 
This model can explain, in general, the observed natural 
variability of lower mesosphere ozone due to changes in 
environmental factors, but assumptions about the values of 
some critical climatological parameters always need to be 
made. The interesting, but less frequently measured, secon- 
dary maximum near the mesopause is shown to arise from 
the coupling of active-hydrogen and active-oxygen chemis- 
try. The abundance of ozone at the mesopause seems to 
undergo significant variation, which may be the result of 
secular variation in the dynamics of that altitude range. We 
find that the measured ozone profile above 100 km cannot 
be matched by calculations. Since only a few reactions in 
the current model are important in that altitude range and 
the magnitude of these processes are well constrained, new 
reactions need to be considered. 
Thus, key chemical cycles involving oxygen and hydro- 
gen atoms that are important to ozone in the mesosphere 
and lower thermosphere and also in the stratosphere have 
been verified to a large degree. Currently, the observed 
variability of ozone can be ascribed to changes in climato- 
logical variables. However, this satisfying picture of our 
understanding of ozone above the stratopause is not truly 
accurate. Even though very few parameters need to be 
specified to calculate the ozone abundance, our knowledge 
of the correct values to use is surprisingly poor. The uncer- 
tainties in the laboratory measurements of the key rate con- 
stants are too large for the type of comparisons that need to 
be made. For example, the recently revised quantum yields 
for H20 photodissociation at Lyman a [Slanger and Black, 
1982] result in a doubling of J5 at tOO km (but little change 
below 70 km) and in a decrease in J6 by a factor of 6 
throughout the atmosphere (relative to the values reported 
in Table 1 and shown in Figure t0). The consequences of 
these changes can be understood in terms of the discussion 
in our paper. Active-O is reduced by 50% at the mesopause 
and by 10% at 70 and 90 km. The reduction in 03 is simi- 
lar to that of active-O at and below the mesopause; the 
reduction is somewhat larger in the lower thermosphere (90 
km, 35%; 100 km, 10%). The decrease in J6 reduces the 
rate of conversion of H20 to H2, resulting in an enhance- 
ment of H20 of 20% at the mesopause and above. The con- 
sequent reduction in H2 (cf. Figure 14) is 21% at 50 km, 
32% at 60 km, 64% at 70 km, and 35-45% at and above 80 
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km. As expected from equation (13), the atomic H values 
change very tittle in the mesosphere but double in the lower 
thermosphere. Being the dominant acfive-H species in the 
mesosphere, OH reflects the changes in J• and is increased 
by 13% at 70 km and 78% at 80 km (and in the lower ther- 
mosphere, 88% at 90 km and 57% at 100 km). The abun- 
dance of HO2 is coupled to that of OH (equation (5)), such 
that the changes in OH are echoed in HO2. The reaction 
(R27) involving two molecules of HOe produces H202 and, 
as a result, there is a consequent amplification of the 
increases in HO2 seen in the H202 profile. These changes in 
the abundances of the trace species, however, do not affect 
the general trends in the 03 response to temporal and 
climatological variability. 
To refine our investigations of upper atmospheric ozone, 
there is an additional need to acquire simultaneously and 
cospatially with ozone data the full set of important 
environmental factors. The solar illumination is reasonably 
well defined for a given pressure level at a specific local 
time. The temperature at each pressure level for which 
ozone is measured also needs to be determined. The criti- 
cally important water profile, from which the catalytically 
significant active hydrogen species are derived, and the 
nature of atmospheric transport could be obtained by 
simultaneous measurements of other easily observable 
species, in particular, water itself and carbon monoxide. An 
example of an observing program designed to acquire a 
sufficient complement of measurements to test our under- 
standing of ozone chemistry is the Solar Mesosphere 
Explorer (SME) satellite [Thomas et al., 1980; Barth, 1981; 
Barth et aL, 1983]. However, the SME obtains the neces- 
sary set of measurements only near the stratopause. Future 
experiments need to be developed to extend the program of 
complementary measurements through the mesosphere to 
the complex and interesting mesopause region. In addition, 
the apparent deficiency of model ozone above 95 km 
(which we shall discuss further in another paper) needs to 
be verified by more measurements of ozone in this altitude 
range. 
Briefly outlined in the introduction to this paper is the 
importance of ozone to the physics and chemistry of the 
upper atmosphere in a variety of ways. If an understanding 
of the "normal" variability of ozone is achieved, "abnor- 
mal" ozone values can be recognized and the fact that the 
atmosphere is being "unusually" perturbed also can then be 
recognized. In this way, new correlations of terrestrial 
atmospheric behavior with other phenomena may be 
identified. Furthermore, an understanding of ozone chemis- 
try and related processes permits better analyses of the 
future response of the atmosphere to a variety of anthropo- 
genic modifications. 
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